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The Racers play Indiana
State at 6 p.m. Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium. The
football team has a 2-4
record
against
the
Sycamores.
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Architects
begin
designing
new Clark
Ashley Edwards
Contributing Writer
After months of planning for a new residence hall, officials have decided to
locate Clark College's replacement near
Winslow Dining Hall.
Dewey Yeatts, chief facilities officer
and assistant vice president of the project, said the University hired consultants
for the project. Architects are working on
a design for the new residential college.
"It will be located behind Winslow, on
Waldrop (Drive), facing the intramural
fields," Yeatts said. ''We will be relocating the volleyball court to accommodate
this."
The budget for the new hall is slightly
more than $13 million. Yeatts expects
"I believe it to house 325 stuonce the halls dents in suite-style
Jessie Heacocklgues1
are complet- rooms, including Arnisha Herro n, sophomore &om Paducah, studies Wednesday afternoon Jn the Marvin D. Mills Multicultural Center. She was
bedrooms
ed, they will private
diagnosed w ith breast cancer in February whlle attending Lincoln College in Lincoln, Ill.
and bathrooms, a
really
be common living area
something and kitchenette.
will
people can be also "There
be double
proud of."
rooms where students can share a
bedroom, as well as
David
Wilson
single
rooms,"
, Interim Director Yeatts said. "It will
ofHousing
be a nice looking
building that is cshaped and has the
eled to Springfield. Ill., for her
Vanessa Childers
gated community appeal."
Managing Editor
surgery on Feb. 25. At the hospital
" But I was very scared up to the that morning, they all cried before
Construction for the new hall could • vchilders@thenews.org
begin in early spring 2006, he said. It
surgery. I kept thinking, 'Man, I'm the nurses and doctors prepped
Belinda Broadnax asked her
should be completed in June of 2007.
near death. I want to live: I wanted to Amisha for her lumpectomy.
David Wilson, interim housing direcdaughter several times earlier this
"By that time, it was two to three
pursue my educational goals. I want- weeks later, and I had kind of adaptyear to go to a free clinic near Lintor, said specific plans are stiJI being
coln College for a checkup. Finally,
developed.
ed to pursue my life ~f dreams and ed to the idea of having breast canon Feb. 10. Arnisha Herron said she
Although Clark will be decommiscer," Arnisha said. "But I was very
hopes and happiness. '
sioned as a residence hall, it may be
would go.
scared up to the surgery. I kept
The nurses told Arnisha almost
transformed into an alternate facility for
thinking, 'Man, I'm near death. I
everything was OK except there was
campus use, he said.
want to live.' I wanted to pursue my
Amisha Herron
"I believe once the halls are completed,
a lump in her left breast. They told
educational goals. I wanted to pur- .
sophomore from Paducah
they will really be something people can
her not to worry, but she couldn't
sue my life of dreams and hopes and
keep the fears at bay. When Arnisha
be proud of," Wilson said.
happiness."
told her mom later, she cried.
After the completion of the residence
The surgery went well, but it took
"My mom asked me what it was," system was too far away to help her. meeting with doctors in the two nearly two hours for Arnisha to
hall, negotiations for construction of
"I felt really, realJy alone," Arnisha weeks between diagnosis and wake up in the recovery room.
said Arnisha, of Paducah. "I said. 'I
another hall, which will replace Richmond College, will begin, said University
think it's breast cancer."'
said. "I felt like I was the only person surgery. Her GPA dropped signifiHer scar is about l inch long, just
She visited a few more specialists, who was going through that. I kept cantly, but none of her professors above where the left breast tissue
President F. King Alexander. He said
but all the test results showed the asking, 'Why me?'
asked her what was wrong.
Murray State officials also may decide to
meets her underarm. The doctors
"I didn't have a car, so I had to
Sometimes, when dealing with told her to be careful of her stitches
same thing. Arnisha was 20 years old
renovate Woods Hall or the ROTC Buildand had stage two breast cancer.
walk to all my appointments. Some- school and the cancer was too much and not to move her arm, so her
ing for on-campus housing.
In her case, it was a 2-inch cancer times, depending on where they to take, she would sit in the corner of mom bad to help Arnisha put on her
The University's goal is to bring two to
that bad not spread to her lymph were, I would walk three to five her room and cry. She lost nearly 20 clothes.
three residential colleges to the academic
miles. I didn't have any friends to pounds before surgery.
side of campus to merge campus life and
nodes.
"I just cried like a baby," Arnisha
"I thought that was the end of my said. "I felt so helpless."
Her parents, Ruben and Belinda, take me. I had to be strong for
academics, Alexander said.
The Board of Regents will meet Sept.
life," Arnisha said. "I was so unsure
and boyfriend, Jo, were supportive, myself."
However, she was thankful she
but with her parents in Paducah and
She missed some classes at the of everything."
23 to discuss and finalize residential colsee PHYSICAL I 3a
lege plans.
Her mom and boyfriend both travJo in Cincinnati, Arnisha's support Lincoln, Ill., school while she was

'

MSU student restarts school after surgery

Murray State officials place 4 fraternities on social probation
Alcohol consumption
violates regulations
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szeller@thenews.org

The Year of the Greek is off to a
rocky start after delegates from four
fraternities admitted to consuming
alcohol at the University-sponsored
Greek Retreat.
Rob Whitfield, public relations
director for the Interfraternity Council, said a custodian found empty
alcohol bottles and cans in the trash.
He said consuming alcohol violated
the regulations of the center and the
Constitution of Murray State's IFC.
"While this is a specific requirement, the fraternities were not made
aware of these regulations and were
not made aware that they applied at
this (particular event)," said Whitfield, senior from Paris, Tenn.
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Mike Young,
assistant
vice
president of Student Affairs, said
all fraternities
and sororities
were placed on
social suspension immediately after the Uni·
versity received
a phone call
from a staff
member
at
Jonathan Creek
Rob
Camp and Con- Whitfield
vention Center.
IFC Public
Young
said Relations Director
University officials who attended the retreat were
unaware any attendees were drinking
alcohol and no negative behavior,

such as fighting, ot~ damages were
repm:ted.
Individuals from Alpha Gamma
Rho, Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa
Alpha and Sigma Chi fraternities confessed to drinking in their rooms, and
University officials removed the suspension from the other Greek organi·
zations. He said Wednesday the four
fraternities remained on social probation.
"(Social probation) means that they
are not to have any social functions
until they are taken off," Young said.
He said the fraternities can, however, participate in the recruitment
process, which takes places next
week. All recruitment events arc
required to follow the no alcohol polky during Rush Week.
The IFC also charged the four fra'ternities $250 each and offered the
money to Jonathan Creek. The
involved members also volunteered
for 85 combined hours of community
service at the facility.
"We felt that was a way we could
hold these individuals responsible for
breaking the Jaw," Rob Whitfield said.

The
Interfraternity
Council
received a letter Wednesday from
Jonathan Creek stating they received
the donation.
"They were very satisfied with the
measures that we took and the speed
at which we rectified the situation,"
Whitfield said. "Furthermore, the
camp welcomed Murray State Greeks
and any student organization to use
the facility in the future."
Despite this negative incident,
Mike Young said the University is
still supporting the Greek system and
is asking Greeks to follow the values
on which their organizations were
founded.
"We plan to move forward," Young
said. "We still want this to be a positive year for the Greeks."
Four delegates from each of the
University fraternities and sororities
attended the retreat held Aug. 26-28.
A total of 80 Greek members and four
Murray State administrators were
present.
"The purpose of the retreat was to
promote Greek unity and empower
the Greeks to work together in the

Year of the Greek campaign," Rob
Whitfield said.
He said many positive results
emerged from the retreat, and the IFC
is in the process of establishing an all
Greek community service event.
A motion to close the vast majority
of fraternity parties passed Monday
at the IFC meeting by a two-thirds
majority.
The decision allows three open
parties a semester and prohibits nongreek males from attending the fraternity parties if they arc not on the
list. Whitfield said this is because
non-greek males have not undergone
the mandatory alcohol education that
Greeks must complete.
Whitfield said the vote passed
because it reflected the liability and
accountability fraternities have had
to deal with but is not in response to
the incident that occurred at the
retreat.
He said the regulations were discussed this spring.
Phone calls to the four fraternities
involved were not returned or the
members would not comment at
press time.
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•Police 13eat
Thursday Sept. 8
10:06 a.m. A caller from Ordway
Hall reported an abandoned bicycle. Facilities Management picked
up the bike and took it to lost and
found at Public Safety.
11:52 a.m. An individual reported
multiple unwanted phune calls a
male who was requesting to speak
with a $Ubject who was not available. The caller sounded confused.
1:16 p.m. A caller from Hester College reported a Murray State
employee nearly ran over a parked
motor scooter. Parking Enforceffil'nt was notUied and issued a citation.
2:42 p .m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall requested an officer
check on an employee. The subject
was under the intlut.'nce of alcohol
and was sent home from work.
9:43 p .m. Racer Patrol found a
wheelchair on the cast side of Hart
Coltegc. The wheelchair was from
Wai·Mart and an officer returned it
to the store.

Friday, Sept. 9
Misty llr1y5/The

New~

Michael Gohmann, freshman from Louisville, plays lacrosse at team
practice on a w arm and sunny Wednesday afternoon.

Group offers self-esteem,
self-confidence training
Murray State Women's Center is offering
an assertiveness training group fH•e all for
' students, faculty, staff and Murray residents.
The group's purpose allows participants
to build interpersonal communication skills
as well as learn to recognize different types
of behavior :tnd how to deal with specific
behaviors the best possible way. 'fhe program will also help enhance self-esteem
and self-confidence in participants.
During the 10-week se.ssion, the group
will panicipate in many activities. Roleplaying and brainstorming will be major
parts of the meetings.
For more information, call the Women's
Center at 762·3140.

rent issu~-s. understanding the implications and consequences of ideas.
strengthening faith and proving the Bible
is applicable in every arc~ of life.
Registration for the conference begins
at 6 p.m. Friday, with sessions ut 7 and
8:15p.m. Thl• conference will resume Saturday at 9 a.m.
For more information, call Mark Rein·
hardt at 753·0717.

Habitat chapter seeking
student, faculty volunteers

4:15 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a fight occurred. A
resident adviser had assisted in
breaking up the fight and did not
, notify the residence director or
' public safety until the fight was
over.
2:38p.m. A caller from White College reported a student passed out
in Room 702. An individual notified
Housing 3Jld Emergency Medical
Services, which transported the student to the hospital.
10:20 p.m. A caller from Springer
College reported loud music in the
college. An oft1cer advised the
music was at a normal level.

The Murray State chapter of Habitat for
Humanity will hold its first meeting at 7:30
p.m. on Sept. 20 in the Curris Center Small
Ballroom.
For more information, call Tyler Parrott
at 762·2216.

Church holds conference
to examine world views
Christian Community Church will host
Worldvicw Acadc·my's Christianity &
Culture Copfl•rcnce today <UH.l Saturday.
The conference will e>.-plorc competing
world views, Biblical perspectives on cur-

Jacqueline Jordan, assi.~tanr news editor,
compiles r;ompus ?riefly. lfyou would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

Saturday, Sept. 10
4:0 2 a.m. An officer arrested
Joshua Ussery, non-student from
Paducah, for driving under the
intlucnce of alcohol and issued a
citation for possession of alcohol by
a minor at a traffic ~top in the resi·
dential coUcgc circle.
1:32 p.m. A student at Public Safety
reported theft under $300 from a
whicle parked in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot.
4:29pm . An individual reported an
electrical fire in Clark College. Cen·
tral Plant, Murray Fire Department

and tlw State Fire Marshall were
notified.

Sunday, Sept. 11
5:19 a.m. An officer at Regents College reported a small refrigerator in
the parking lot. which had possibly
been thrown from a window. Cen·
tral Plant was advised.
8:33 p.m. Murray Police Oepanment requested. an officer check un
a noise complaint on Diuguid Drive.
Upon officer arrival the suhject had
turned the music off and gone
inside the house.

Monday, Sept. 12
12:54 a.m. An individual who was
asked not to be on campus was
reported in front of Richmond College. The subject was gone upon
officer arrival.
11:07 a.m. A callt'r from Faculty
Hall tt'qUt~stcd an officer check on a
a student worker who was feeling
ill. Thl' student refused Emergency
Medical Setvices, and Health Services nurses examined the individual.
11:58 a.m. A caller from Richmond
College requested Emergency Medical Sctvices for a student who had
a seizure.
1:25 p .m . An individual from
Winslow Dining Hall reported a
stolen purse. A rcpon was taken
,and the incident is under investigation.
4:24 p.m. An officer found a cell
phone on North 15th Street in front
of Gloria's World Village and Campus Grill. He took the phone to lost
and found at Public Safety.
6:20p.m . The residence director of
Richmond College reported the
door knob on the second floor door
to the north stairwell was hard to
turn.

6:30 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an uftic~r check on a class that was
meeting in the street. The physics
class was meeting in the street and
parking lot near Blackburn, but the
teacher said the class was almost
finished. The officer advised the
clas~ to watch traffic.
9:51 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
somt•one screaming near the l.owry
Center. Students playing in front of
Lovett Auditorium said they had
been yelling.

Wednesday, Sept. 14
4:18 a.m. A studt!nt at the Doyle
Fine Arts Center reported locking
his/her keys in the building. An officer opened the building and the student retrieved the keys.
2:46 p .m . An officerreported items
missing from the lost and found at
l~1blic Safety. A report was taken
for theft under $300.
5:59 p.m. A University employee
found a jac.kct and a CD player in
Wilson Hall. The worker took the
items to Public Safety.
8 :03 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
m;llt• and female having a loud discussion outside the Blackburn Sci~
ence Building. Both subjects told
officers everything was fine.
9:27 p.m. A caller from Springer
College requested Emergenq· Medical Services. The resident had
returnl'd from running and was
having trouble st3Jlding,
11:57 p.m. A caller reported a group
playing football in the quad area
and possibly drinking alcohol. Officers found no alcohol at the scene.

Motorist assists - 2
Racer escorts - 7
Arrests·}

Tuesday, Sept. 13
9:15a.m. A caller from White Col·
lege reported an elevator stuck on
the llfth flt)Or. No one was on the
elevator, and Public Safety notified
Facilities Management.
12:33 p.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported vehicles
blocking the driveway. An officer
issued parking citations.
1:38 ;p.m. An officer gave <1 verbal
warning to a driver who failed to
yield to pedestrians at a crosswalk
on Chestnut Street.

Jacqueline lnrdan, assistant news
editor. compiles Police Beat with
matenals provided by Public Safety.
All dispatched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing, visit www.thc-

news.org.
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Physical, emotional scars
stay after battling cancer
From Pagel
didn't need chemotherapy or radiation.
She decided to withdraw from lincoln,
a choice she hated to make, and went to
Cincinnati with her boyfriend, a University of Cincinnati student, for a while.
He helped her recover from surgery,
and Amisha considers herself one of the
lucky ones because not everyone has a
boyfriend who would do what he did.
"He was on-call for me all the time,"
Amisha said. "He helped me get back to
my life ... I just don't have enough words
to say bow wonderful he is."
She thought a lot about her future whilt•
she recovered. She still wanted to continue her education and wanted tu inspire
other people, perhaps by leading a women's ministry.
"I learned I have to be strong," Arnisha
said. "I have to take care of myself. I have
to focus on the beauty of life. I am here for
a reason, so why not take care of myself
and achieve my goals?"
She decided to enroll at Murray State.
She had things she wanted to do in life,
and dwelling on the cancer wouldn't help
her get there.
Arnisha, a sophomore elementary education major. started at the Univl'rsity this
fall. She was elected to the Student Gnvernment Association as a College of Edu·
cation senator last week, and she performs
with Voices of Praise, a performing arts
group.
She's adjusting to campus life as a breast
cancer survivor. Although telling new
friends abuut her illness is sometimes eas·
icr than others, she enjoys meeting people
and being involved.
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Amisha is much closer to her parents.
Ruben and Belinda, and enjoys seeing
them more often. She nominated them for
the Outstanding Parent Award, an honor
recognized every year during Family
Weekend, and they were the Springer College finalists.
"My mom came to visit me the day I
found out," Arnic;ha said. "We felt like
winners. I am so extremely proud of my
mom. I can't thank her enough for aU she
has done."
Arnisha tries to look forward and never
back, but the cancer is never far from her
mind. She will take the physical and emotional scars with her forever.
"I think, 'I had breast cancer, and I'm a
survivor,''' Arnisha said. "But, I think
about it every day. I don't know if it will
come back or if it will spread the next
time. It's a part of me. I'm scarred. 1 sec it
evNy day. I'm so scared sometimes
because I know if It comes back, I could
die. Every day, my life is at risk.''
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff
nurse for Health Services, said only 5 per·
cent of breast cancer patients arc under
40, and those cases seem to be mor"
aggressive.
Lyle said young women should know
their family history and do regular self·
examinations.
MFamily history is not always n factor,
but it docs put you at a greater risk," she
said. "When you do self breast exams, a
woman can know her body and know
when it changes."

How to perform a self breast exam
1. In the shower:

?

Move fmger in light, medium and
deep circles up and down in rows in
a "square" from your collarbone to
your lower bra line and from your
underarm to your breastbone. Check
for lumps or thickening.

?_ --:::>

2. Lying down:

Put one hand behind your head and
with your other hand traveling up
and down, feel your entire breast
for any unusual lump or thickening.
Include the area nearest the armpit.
Repeat on the other breast.

3. In front of a mirror:
With both arms overhead, look in a
mirror for swelling, dimpling or
changes in contour. Squeeze each
nipple to check for discharge.

Helpful Web sites:
www.komen.org
www.thebreastcancersite.com
www.breastcancer.org

arl by Phil Dishon! The News
Source: Kentucky Cancer Program

Murray State offers faculty members retirement plan options, some matching funds
Rockelle Gray
Staff Wr.itcr
rgray@thenews.org
Some University employee!i
think Murray State's retirement pales in comparison to
similarly sized universities.
Murray State faculty can
choose from several retirement plans.
Theresa Saint Paul, ac;sociate
professor of French, bas b"en
at Munay State for four years,

and she said the different plans
were not clearly explained.
Saint Paul noticed money
was taken out of her check and
given to Kentucky Teachers
Retirement System, which w:~s
not the plan she chose.
According to the Web site,
KTRS takes employer and
employee contributions into
an annual reserve.
The Web site specifies membership is mandatory for ull
who have a full-time position

that requires certification from
the Department of Education.
"(TlAA-CREF> was an inde·
pendent organization and
could be transferred from one
university to another," Saint
Paul said.
According to the Corporate
Library Web ~itc, TIAA·CREF
is the premier pension system.
Employees who do choose
KTRS are required to work for
a set number of years before
a:eueiving complete benefits.

After she realized University
contributions to TIAA-CREF
were decreasing, Saint Paul
became more frustrated .
"That is not fair," she said.
"We should at least have equal
matching contributions."
Employee contribution at
Murray State is 6.16 percent of
gross salary, according to the
University's Human Resources
Web site.
However, Western Kentucky -university officials are

digging intn their pockets to
pay for contributions, Saint
Paul said.
According to WKU's Web
site, employee~ contribute the
same as those at Murray State.
Kelly Buffington, assistant
purchase agent for procurement services, said the Univcr·
sity will spend $9.6 miJiion on
retirement contributions.
The University pays 75 per·
cent of contributions to retire·
ment plans, and faculty pay 2S

percent, she said.
Buffington said the KTRS
and TIAA·CREF do not
receive equal contributions.
However, faculty are given
the opportunity to choose
which retirement plan is best
for them.
Faculty should keep in mind
that a part of their salary will
go to the 1\.'TRS because the
Kentucky Department of Education certifies them, according to the KTRS Web site.

Share your space, but live on your own.

Alllumish1ngs pictured are from Wal-Mart.

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

Storage

WAL*MART.
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OPINION
·c ourt decision restricts
student paper ·f reedoms

Should universities be
allowed to censor the
student newspaper?
"No, because
freedom of
speech is granted
to U.S. citizens
and the University shouldn't overstep its boundaries."
Andy Flynn
senior, Paducah

"The University
should be able to
determine the
appropriateness of
what its students
write. lfs a system of checks and
balances."
UWan Quarles
grllCiuate student
Tuscaloosa, Ariz.

''No. Freedom of
the press and freedom of speech are
in our Constitution."

Sarah Amand
'

.

s'8t~~or, Williamstown

"Yes. lt depends
on the article's
content. if it is
controversial or
not."
Sh an e Smith
graduete student, Richmond

Lauren Owens/The New~
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The Murray State News stnves to be the Uni·
varsity community's source lor information.
Our goal is to present that Information In a fair
and unbiased manner and also provide a free
and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News 1s a designated pub·
lie forum. Student editors have authonty to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a hands·
on learning environment for students Interested
In journalism. The campus press should be free
from cenSOf'Shtp and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop their
own editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edited by students and is an otftCial publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News Is free. Additional copies
are available for 25 cents at 11t Wilson Hall.
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The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all
section editors.
A June 20 7th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals decision may
interfere with student newspapers' abilities to accurately and
fully report the news.
'"The case, Hasty v. Carter,
arose after Patricia Carter, Dean
of Student Affairs and Services
at Governors State University in
Illinois, held the printing of the
university's student paper until
she gave approval. The newspaper staff sued the school in 2000
for violating its First Amendment rights.
The judges ruled in June that
the students' First Amendment
rights were not violated, citing a
1988 Supreme Court decision,
Hazlewood v. Kuhlmeier.
Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier limited the Freedom of Expression
rights for high school newspapers. Judges for the 7th Circuit
asserted the decision is applicable to colleges and universities
as well.
While this decision only
applies to universities and col-

leges in the 7th Circuit and currently does not affect The Murray State News in the 6th Circuit, this decision is appalling
for many reasons.
First of all. it is ridiculous. to
say that university officials can
suspend a story or entire issue
of a newspaper simply because
they do not like the content.
If university officials were
able to reject any information
that might reflect badly on the
school, the paper would cease to
be a forum for reporting news,
and instead serve as a public
service announcement for the
university.
Student newspapers are not
meant to act as a recruitment
tool for potential students or
improve a university's image.
They, like all newspapers, are
meant to inform their readers
about both sides of issues.
If such a case were to come
before the 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, we hope they will
not rule in such a way that is
detrimental to a student newspaper's ability to remain an
open exchange of unbiased
ideas. We hope they will stand
behind the First Amendment.

Hopefully, the judges would
also recognize the differences
between high school and university papers.
A high school environment is
much more restrictive than a
university environment. Students are required by law to
attend high school, thus it is
understandable more restrictions would apply.
When students come to a university, however, they make the

&J;t9ice to

ex~e

tJWA&elves to

new ideas and concepts.
If university officials prevent
certain materials from reaching
students, they will prevent them
from becoming exposed to a
variety of opinions and news.
Also, a university newspaper
is key training for students who
plan to become journalists upon
graduation. If student journalists are forced to work in a strict
and censored environment, they
will not receive proper training
for their future as professional
journalists.
A decision similar to Hasty v.
Carter would be extremely
detrimental to not only university newspapers but the overall
college atmosphere. It would

enable universities' officials to
severely limit the content of the
student newspaper so readers
would no longer be able to guarantee the news they read was
entirely true.
The Founding Fathers est;~b
lishcd the Bill of Rights in 1791 to
ensure individual rights would
be protected from government
censorship. The U.S. Supreme
Court later extended these basic
rights to protection from state

.\nterfetence,
1t makes absolutdy no sense
to apply different standards of
First Amendment protection to
college newspapers simp! y
because they receive some funding from the university. If this
standard is applied, it allows
money to supercede the importance of the First Amendment.
A free press was thought
important enough in the 18th
Century to receive specific First
Amendment protection. Yet
today it seems some courts are
overly willing to place restrictions on a previously free student press.
If we begin to restrict the free
speech rights for college newspapers, where would it end?

Your Opinion
Students petition
for improvements
Before the pressures of
the semester begin. there
are a few of us who believe
certain problems must be
addressed with proper
action.
In the beginning of each
semester, there are always
problems that usually "iron"
themselves out.
However. it seems this
semester, Murray State is
plagued with issues that are
grossly affecting the student
body's enjoyment of living
on campus and hindering
the scholastic environment
at Murray State.
These problems and
issues all stem from one
main factor: present facilities cannot serve the current
overpopulation on campus.
Problems in relation to
this include overcrowding
of residential colleges,
unbelievable lack of parking
spaces due to the overselling of yellow parking
tags. atrocious lines and
food shortages at Winslow
Dining Hall and the decomposition of low-rise residential colleges.
We know that these certain problems have been
issues for a long time, but
we ask: when will we see
any physical action to solve
these problems?

Yes, the landscaping on
our campus is beautiful and
White College's new hotellike lobby is quite impressive, but what about the
actual rooms the students
live in? Ceilings collapsing
is a more pressing matter
than flowers.
Each year, there are quiet
grumblings of these issues.
but this semester, we
demand action to remedy
this. Our bureaucratic systems have slowed us down
long enough.
While Murray State has
vast opportunities to offer
its students, some may be
thinking twice about returning after living in such a
deplorable environment.
If you are having difficul~ies thinking of resolutions
to these predicaments, consult the student body. We
have many ideas if you will
listen and take heed of our
advice.
Wake up Alexander, it's
time for a change!

Nicholas Holladay
Senior
Shepardsville
and
Sara Belcher
Senior
Chester, Ill.

News' viewpoint
unoriginal, weak
When reading the Murray
State News, I am often
forced to remind myself that
it is a college newspaper,
and certain inadequacies
should be expected.
This is how I allow myself
to look past articles which
resemble biased opinions or
banal daily diary entries
more than serious journalism. However, when I read
the staff editorial on the hurricane relief effort, I expect·
edmore.
As this editorial was composed by all section editors,
surely it would be an example of pristine research and
writing.
After an unspectacular
introduction, the article
appeared to take a stand.
claiming, "At this point, people need to focus on the
relief effort ... rather than
pointing fingers at people to
blame."
The next two paragraphs
brilliantly compared the difference in reactions between
Sept. 11 and Hurricane Katrina. Yet, after two paragraphs, they faltered. as the
very next words were a
quote from another news
source that blamed President Bush for the delay.
While I am certainly not a
fan of Bush, in this case I

happen to know The Murray
State News' borrowed evidence is inaccurate.
How do I know this?
Because I've heard actual
survivors of Hurricane Katrina speak.
Surely the editors, aware
survivors are. now housed at
Camp WOW, could have
found at least one to ask
their opinion of what happened in New Orleans,
rather than copy a mainstream news media's Web
site.
The blame docs not lie
with the federal govern ·
ment. It lies with the mayor
of New Orleans and the governor of Louisiana who. in
addition to several other
errors, refused aid Bush
offered two days before the
hurricane hit and did so several times afterwards.
That is alii will say about
who is to blame, though. as I
would rather not get caught
in the blame game. either. I
only offer this information
because many people have
the wrong idea about who is
to blame.
J have faith in its validity
as I personally heard it from
two evacuees from New
Orleans in my Business Law
class, who are now attending
Murray State thanks to a gra·
cious tuition waiver.
If you want the true story,
please be open-minded and

use the great opportunity of
having evacuees in Murray.
As for The Murray State
News, please avoid copying
the mainstream media and,
instead, offer us a truly
unique perspective, such as
wh;tt one of the survivors of
the hurricane wouid have to
say about their experience.
If you arc looking to lay
blame, at least ask a survivor
their perspective flrst.
We have been quick to
help them. but let's not forget th:tt they can also teach
us as well.
Ryan Polczynski
Senior
Nashville, Ill.

Wrltetous
The Ml,lrl'1l)' Sratc News
~tcome. conunontaries and

teuers to lhe editor. Letters
should be 300 wonts or less
and must be signed. Contributors
should
include
addresses and phone numbers for verilication. Please
iQclude ~1\. dassifi~ll. dde• or relationship to

the Univeoiily.
CommentJries should be
limited to 600 words. The
Murray State News reserves
the right to edit for style,
length and content.
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Biases regarding Muslims incorrect, hurtful
Every day, w~ arc bombarded by news media images of
Middle Eastern and Islamic
anger and violence. This
encourages stereotypes regarding Islam, especially .since the
news media so often usc "Muslim" or "Sunni" as modifiers for
'"terrorist" or "insurgency."
The stereotype of the "Muslim t~rrorist" has been further
reinforced by entertainment
media, ranging from seriocomic films like "True Lies," in
which Arnold Schwarzcnegger
defeats a Muslim terrorist
nuclear threat, to television
dramas like "24," in which
Kiefer Sutherland fights against
Chris
insidious Islamic terrorists who
Bierwirth threaten the American way of
life.
"THERE IS,
This is not to deny that there
FRANKLY, A
are Muslims who engage in acts
STRF.AK OF
of terrorism. whether in New
York or Tel Aviv, nor that there
ANTI-ISLAMIC
is a largely (though not excluBIAS IN OUR
sively) Sunni-based insurgency
CULTURE THAT
in Iraq.
ASSUMES ALL
But, of course, not all terrorMUSLIMS ARE
ist acts are committed by Muslims and most Muslims do not
VIOLENT AND
commit
terrorist acts.
THEIR REUGJON
Note that descriptions of
ENDORSES
similar violent acts committed
AGGRESSION."
by self-described Christians do

In.My
Opinion

not consistently call attention
to their religion.
Neither Timothy McVeigh
nor Eric Rudolph have been
routinely
and
repeatedly
described as "Christian terrorists," despite the fact that both
men have quoted from Christian scripture and claimed their
religious convictions justified
their actions.
Of course, most mainstream
Christians would point out that
there is nothing in Jesus
Christ's teachings to justify
McVeigh's and Rudolph's
crimes and view their beliefs as
extreme distortions of Christ·
ian doctrine. Few, if any, Chris·
tians regard these men as genuine martyrs.
But, of course, most mainstream Muslims would make
similar points about terrorist
acts committed by Muslim
extremists, which cannot be
condoned by the teachings of
the Quran or Ahadith. Most
Muslims would likewise con·
sidcr these acts doctrinal perversions, and most Muslims do
not honor the perpetrators of
violence against non-combatants as martyrs.
But this is where a difference
in perspective matters: while

Christian condemnation of Eric
Rudolph has generally heen
credited, similar Muslim condemnation of the attacks of
Sept. 11 has been widely discounted.
There is, frankly, a streak of
ami-Islamic bias in our culture
that assumes all Muslims' are
violent and their religion.
endorses aggression - and that
if Muslim spokespersons claim
otherwise, they must be dissembling.
This, of course, is exactly
why stereotypes are so harmful.
They indiscriminately ascribe
characteristics to an entire
group.
Based on my experience as a
teacher of Middle Eastern and
Islamic history, it seems apparent that most American students "know" that all Muslims
are simply hostile to our way of
life.
This attitude has been
repeated by several prominent
American political leaders,
including President Bush.
And while some may ask,
"Why do they hate us?" it seems
that most think they already
know the answer: "Because
their religion teaches them to
do so." Unfortunately,
few

seem willing to take the time to
seek sound, rational answers to
this question, to examine the
nuances of Islam and Middle
Eastern culture.
But consider these issues
from another point of view. lf
you were a Palestinian living in
an apartment building that had
just suffered a missile attack
from American-supplied Israeli
gunships, or if you were an
Iraqi who had seen your country invaded by a powerful
American-led military coalition, or if you were an Afghani
peasant whose fields had been
laid waste by American carpet
bombing, who would you think
wa~ aggressive?
Who would you believe was
hostile? Whose culture would
you believe sanctioned violence- especia!Jy if you'd seen
examples of such violence in
American fllms and TV shows?
Would you, perhaps, be
tempted to falsely stereotype
all Americans as belligerent
and antagonistic to your way of
life?
It's really a matter of perspective.
Chris Bierwirth is an assistant
professor of history.
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Alumna suggests
ways to maintain
healthy lifestyle
In My
Opinion

...__ _ _ _---J

I'm sure almost every·
one has heard a thing
or two about choles·
tcrol.
We hear our parents
and grandparents griping when they come
home from the doctor
bccau~c they have to
cut down, on their
favorite foods after
their test results indi·
cate they have high
cholesterol.
Some people do take
high cholesterol very
seriously and take precautions to correct the
problem.

Jolene
Young

However, there are
many people who think
nothing will happen to
them because that's how we, as Americans,
tend to think.
September is National Cholesterol Education Month, so I want to share how cholesterol affe<;ts your body and how you can
keep yourself out of the group of 42 million
American adults who already have high
cholesterol.
Cholesterol, made naturally by the body,
maintains cell membranes and regulates
hormones and other functions of the body.
However, elevated levels of cholesterol
arc a major risk factor for cardiovascular
disease and strokes. Too much cholesterol
will make arteries fill with plaque, which
cuts off the blood supply to the heart and
brain.
Besides the body, cholesterol also comes
from food you cat. It is found in any food of
animal origin. These foods include red
meat, poultry, eggs, dairy, margarine and
shrimp.
Your body makes enough cholesterol to
maintain its needs, so it is not necessary to
get extra from food. High cholesterol is a
problem because people arc eating too
many high-cholesterol foods.
To ensure your cholesterol level does
not rise too high, it is recommended you
cat less animal fat. The fattier the cut of
meat, the more cholesterol you are ingesting. Try eating a leaner cut of meat, boneless, skinless poultry or trim off fat before
cooking.
Try skim or 1 percent mil~ whicq_ con·
tain less fat Md cholesterol. When eating
prepared foods, look at the nutrition labels
to see how much cholesterol they contain.
The recommended daily allowance for
cholesterol is 300 milligrams or less per
day.
J:Jy following these steps, you will be on
your way to having healthier cholesterol
levels.
jolene Young is an alumna and dietetic
intern for Murray State from Mt. Vernon, Ill.

President not to blame for hurricane aftermath

Michael
Skaggs
"No

ONi': KNEW

THE STORM
' WOULD BE
LEVHL FIVE ...
LEAST 011 ALL

PRES £DENT
BUSH."

The only thing that happened
faster than Hurricane Katrina
bashing New Orleans was the
left-wing and media bashing of
President George W. Bush.
No one knew the storm would
he Category 5, or that it would
gain another 60 miles per hour
when it went across the Gulf of
Mexico, least of all President
Bush.
We have seen the best and
worst of humanity in New
Orleans. People have shot rescue helicopters and looted
stores for food, clothing, furniture, TVs and VCRs.
Two hundred New Orleans
police officers went AWOL, and
some of them were caught taking part in the looting. The bodies of 20 nursing home residents
were found abandoned by the
people ·who were supposed to
take care of them. These were
among the worst.
The best were led by President Bush. This cannot, howev·

er, be said for the state and local
officials or their lack of planning.
The problems were always
there in the Big Easy, but Katrina brought them out.
New York City has 20 times
the population of New Orleans
but half the crime rate.
In 1971, New Orleans had a
chance to upgrade the levees.
Instead, they decided to build
the Superdome to keep football
in the city.
Today, New Orleans is flooded, the Superdome is damaged
beyond repair and even more
citizens of New Orleans will join
the steady migration out of the
state that has been going on for
almost 35 years. Because of taxes
and crime, louisiana is the only
southern state to lose citizens.
We have people demanding a
federal investigation of the President, saying he didn't do
enough. However, they are letting their politics get in the way

of some facts when they make
these accusations.
The Federal Emergency Management Association is not a
first response agency. It's a federal fmancing agency for after
the fact. It doesn't bring food,
water or buses. It has no law
enforcement authority or personnel.
That is the
responsibility of private groups,
churches, charities and local and
state authorities. FEMA's Web
site says not to expect them to
arrive for three or four days following a disaster.
The National Guard is under
the command of the governor of
each state, not the president.
The president can federalize the
guard; however, it has not been
done for a natural disaster without the governor's approval. It
has been illegal for federal
troops to be used for local police
duties since 1878.
How did President Bush take
command?

He declared the Gulf Coast a
federal disaster before K.ttrina
arrived so federal aid would
arrive sooner and before the end
of the week, had already signed
a emergency aid package of $10.5
billion for the Gulf Coast region.
Bush requested Louisiana
Gov. Kathlct~n Blanco to issue a
mandatory evacuation order.
Her answer? She "needed 24
hours to think it over."
He also asked Blanco the day
after the storm to get the
National Guard into New
Orleans, hut nothing happened.
He then asked her to give him
federal authority over the
Louisiana National Guard, but
she refused.
As a result, the guard didn't
arrive until nearly the end of the
week. Bush finally had to send in
7,000 federal troops, which was
the first law and order in New
Orleans 5ince the storm began.
It was very different in Miss is·
sippi and Alabama. They mobi-

lized the local forces and the
National Guard.
In Mississippi, Gov. Haley
Barbour announced Looters
would be shot on sight. There
was no :looting and no need to
bring in federal troops.
New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nagin made one major decision.
He wanted to offer all police,
firefighters, emergency works
and their families, including
those who may have been loot·
ers, a free vacation to las Vegas.
He then requested FEMA spring
for it. That's how Nagin wants
your tax dollars spent.
Bush took command of the
largest and fastest federal mobilization following the greatest
natural disaster in American history.
We can all be proud of him.

Michael Skaggs is a freshman
undeclared major from Murray.

Participants lack reverence, respect during Sept. 11 anniversary vigil
In My
Opinion

Paul
Lantvit

The thought of the attack.o; on
Sept. 11, 2001 still gives me chills.
Minutes after the attacks, some~
body yelled, "They hit the Sears
Tower!" My dad works in downtown Chicago right next to the
Scars Tower.
That did not happen, but words
cannot describe how terrible I felt .
r believed my dad was dead. 1 felt
the agony that so many people in
New York experienced. I, however, was lucky.
So. en route to White College
computer lab for a little philosophical chat with my dearest
friend, Joshua Fulkerson, I decided to go to Lovett Auditorium to
watch the candlelight vigil for the
victims of Sept. 11.

I did not pass many people on
the way to Lovett. The campus
was ver}' quiet and tranquil. The
silence allowed all those vivid
memories to fill my thoughts and
take me back to that fateful day.
I parked my bike, and I was
shocked to see the students
already gathered on the steps of
Lovett were not so reverent.
I heard students laughing and
telling jokes and people's cell
phones going off. I heard a guy
behind me say, "Let's get this
party started already," and a
woman poised to recite a Bible
passage made a joke saying, "Are
we singing Christmas Carols
tonight?"
I was speechless, but before I

..

could consider leaving, a man
offered me a candle.
The "party" began when Mark
Randall from Christ Ambassadors
welcomed the crowd to remember
the victims of "Nov. 11."
I thought maybe I had heart)
him wrong, but then he said "Nov.
ll" again, clear as glass. Some people corrected him, and the group
of about 40 students let out a little
chuckle.
.
I couldn't believe what I was
hearing.
When the candles ·were lit and
the prayers started, people
stopped talking and pretended to
show respect. That pathetic display of silence and respect seemed
empty and meaningless.

Sept. ll, not to be confused with
Nov. ll, is a sad day and these religious leaders and students made
the day even more heartbreaking.
They literally made a joke out of
Sept.ll.
The vigil continued with Bible
readings and prayer. I respect religion, but cannot understand why
after the jokes, laughing and banter, petitions such as "We pray for
the president" were read among
others.
I support the democratic
process, but I don't support President Bush. What if I don't want to
pray for the president? Am I unpatriotic? Am 1 not a good citi1.cn?
Am I irreverent?
I say no. I love my country.

And what if I do pray for President Bush? Please clarify: what is
it you want me to pray for?
Should I pray that he stop sending troops to Iraq? Or should I
pray that he continue his holy war
for oil? Should I pray that he stop
spending billions of dollars on war
and spend more on homeless people affected by Hurricane Katrina?
Don't tell me how to pray. I can
figure that out on my own. Wisdom is the greatest part of life. I
find that some students lack it,
along with reverence.

Paul Lantvit is a sophomore French
major from Chicago.
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Campus, community remember victims of terrorism.
Jim Burress
Contributing Writer
Four years after the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, nearly 100
campus and community members
came together to remember those
who died during a candlelight vigil
Sunday night in front of Lovett Auditorium.
Although attendance was about
half what it was the ftrst year, Karen
Welch, United Campus Ministries
chairperson, said people still need to
remember.
"Time goes on," Welch said. "We
think it's over. It will never be over.
Our lives changed because their lives
changed."
Campus Ministries and Housing
sponsored the program, which
recounted the time line of the terrorist attacks and coupled it with Bible
verses.
Despite the vigil's religious tone,
Welch said the event was for everyone.
"We didn't want to preach, but we
wanted a time for forgiveness and
reconciliation," Welch said. "We saw
the need to provide the canvas."
For Rhea Flanery, junior from
Murray, the vigil was a time for
reflection. She remembers being a
freshman at Murray State and hearing about the attacks from a student
in her class.
'
Flanery even remembers what she
was wearing that day, right down to

the slogan on her T-shirt.
"This was such a big thing in U.S.
history," Flanery said.
She compared her memories of the
l\ttacks to her grandparents' memories about Pearl Harbor and her parents' memories of President John F.
Kennedy's assassination.
She said the terrorist attack is an
event that will have prominence in
history for years to come.
"In 10 years, (it's) still important.
In 50 years, (it's) still important. In
100 years, (it's) still important," Flanery said.
She said that while people cannot
forget what happened on Sept. 11,
2001, they have to understand how it
continues to affect the mindset of the
nation.
''People need to be concerned
about what it means today and not
trash our troops," Flanery said.
After the program, several students remained seated as they
recalled the terrorist attacks.
Organizers said they will continue
to hold the candlelight vigil until
people stop attending.
According to 9-llcommission.gov,
more than 2.900 people lost their
lives during the attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon. An
airplane, rep<>rtcdly heading toward
the White House, crashed in a rural
Pennsylvania field.
Plans arc underway to rebuild the
World Trade Center in its former
location.

lauren

New)

Lindsey Barnett (right), junior from Lawerenceberg, lights the candle of Savannah Isaac, senior
from Lawerenceberg, as Diana Trantham, senior from LaPrarie, Ill., watches. These students were
joined by several others on the steps of Lovett Auditorium for a candlelight vigil.
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Student travels to Japan after obtaining scholarship
Stefanie Davenport
Contributing Writer
Ashley Sheikh, junior from
Paducah, packed his bags Monday night to leave for Tenri,
Japan, to study abroad for one
year.
He received the Japan Student Services Organization
scholarship. This is the first
time the Japanese government
has offered it to a student.

Yoko Hatakeyama. senior
lecture r of modern languages.
announced its availability during one of her Japanese classes.
"It was available to one
undergraduate degree-seeking
Murray State University stu~
den t," Hatakeyama said. "The
scholar ship is not available
regularly and we do not know
when it is available next."
Sheikh hopes the scholarship's exclusiveness and the

opportunity will help boost his
resume. He will attend Tenri
University in Tcnri.
Tenri is a small town known
for being the only established
religious city in Japan and
where the Japanese Judu team
practices.
With the scholarship, Sheikh
will pay a full year of Murray
State tuition.
However. the st.:hnlarship
will provide him with a fur-

nishcd apartment, monthly
spending money and a round·
trip plane ticket.
Sheikh will participate in a
Japanese as a Second Language
program, much like the English
as a Second Language program
Murray State offe.rs, for a year.
Although Sheikh was excited
about leaving for Japan, he
tried to enjoy his last days in
the area.
"I don't even think about it,"

Sheikh said. "I'd be wasting my
last moments in America. It
doesn't feel real ... I don't think
anyone will realize it until
December when I have been
gone for a while."
Unlike many who chose to
study abroad, Sheikh will know
someone in the country in
which he is studying.
Soutatso Hirano, a student
who Sheikh met at Murray
State, will be in Tenri when

Sheikh arrives. Sheikh also has
traveled to Japan once before
through the KIIS program.
The scholarship required an
essay, but what re ally set
Sheikh apart was that he took
every Japanese class Murray
State offered. He plans to film
a documentary on his time in
Japan that he can later submit
to a fllm festival.
Sheikh left Tuesday fo r
Japan.

Residents
witness
court cases
Marianne Stonetleld
Staff Writer
mstonefteld@thencws.org
Students, faculty and community members got a
glimpse at life in the court
room Wednesday.
The Kentucky Court of
Appeals held hearings for the
first time at Murray State in
the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum and Freed Curd
Auditorium. Eight of the 14
Court of Appeals judges traveled to Mu rray to hear nine
cases on campus.
Chief Judge Sara Combs,
from Stanton, said the court
usually hears cases in larger
cities such as louisville,
Frankfort and Howling Green.
"We've been trying to go
out into smaller (communities)," Combs said. "We
haven't been able to spend as
much time in western Ken·
tucky as we'd like."
The Court of Appeals'
judges were pleased to bring
the cases to Murray, she said.
"I think it's important for
the University to see how law
works," Combs said. "It might
attract some students to Jaw."
She was pleased to see stu·
dents and Murray residents at
the hearings.
"It gives us (an) opportunity for the community to see
how we function," Combs
said. "The law essentially is
our means of handling our
problems with reasoning."
At 9:30 a.m. in Freed Curd
Auditorium, students watched
the case involving Kroger
Limited Partnership and the
Kentucky Cabinet for Health
Services. The presiding judge,
John D. Miller, and lawyer
Kenneth S. Handmaker gave
those sitting in on the hearing
a brief summary of the case.
Kroger, Handmaker's client,
was investigated for violating
the use of Women, Infant and
Children Program fede ral
vouchers at the store at 28th
and Broadway in the west end
of Louisville, a low income
area.
James Michael Deep, representing the cabinet, said an
undercover investigator went
to the store on five separate
occasions and received more
items than allocated for each
WIC voucher.
If Kroger was found in violation of use of WIC vouchers,
Deep said they would be subject to sanction fo r one year
and the store would not be eligible to use WIC vouchers
during that time.
MiUer said if the Kroger
store closed, the neighborhood around the store would
be harmed.
Susie Shircliff, sophomore
from louisville. attended the
hearing with her Public Relations Principles class.
"We were supposed to look
for the PR part," Shircliff said.
"How Kroger stayed out of the
paper and how their PR peo·
pie kept it under wraps."
If she were a judge in the
case, Shircliff said she was not
sure how she would rule.
"I can sec both sides," she
said. "It was wrong of Kroger
not to monitor cashiers (but if
the store closed) the people
that needed WIC kind of got
screwed."
Though required to attend
the hearings for her class, she
enjoyed watching the trials.
''I thought it was fun," Shir·
cliff said. "It was like watching
adults act like 4·year·olds in a
sophisticated way."
Other cases ranged from
denial of unemployment benefits to legal negligence.
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Community, state celebrate Assisted Living Week
Ashley Edwards
Contributing Writer
Murray joined communities nation·
wide this week to celebrate assistedliving residents and their accomplishments.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher proclaimed this
week Kentucky Assisted Living Week
to coincide with National assisted living Week, which begins every year on
Grandparents Day.
"I urge all citizens to visit assisted
living communities in the Commonwealth to learn how senior adults can
age in a nurturing, home-like environment with choice, security and a true
quality of life," Fletcher said in a press
release.
Sam Underwood, employee at Kentucky Assisted Living Facilities Assoctauon, said Kentucky officials
noticed a need to declare a localized
week six years ago.
"The reason we declared this Kentucky Assisted Uving Week is so we
can localize the celebration more so

than we are able to on a national
level." Underwood said.
The goal of the week is to help peo·
ple understand what assisted-living is
and how it differs from other types of
senior living facilities.
"Through this holiday, they arc able
to see what each has to offer and they
know what they have to consider
when making their own decision,"
Underwood said.
The average age an of assisted living facility resident is 83 to 85, Underwood said.
"They have a lot of accomplish·
ments to celebrate, and we want the
community and their families to share
in that," Underwood said. "We
encourage everyone to come visit and
enjoy what's going on."
Trudy McFarlane, director of Glendale Place, said the goal of assisted·
living facilities is to keep seniors as
independent as possible for as long as
possible.
"Each resident has his own private
apartment,'' Mcfarlane said. "We hold

activities for them to participate in
throughout the entire year such as
Veterans Day, National Teddy Bear
Week and a celebration for Elvis Presley's Birthday."
Glendale Place also holds regular
holiday parties for the seniors including a fall harvest party, Christmas
party and Mothers Day, all of which
friends and family arc invited to
attend.
"We celebrate . special holidays
when they come around, and we also
have regular monthly outings,''
McFarlane said. "We have outings in
the community and a guys day as well
as a ladies Bible study."
Several Murray State studcms volunteer at the facilities.
"Every semester, Dr. Kelly Rogers's
Recreation and Leisure class comes
and hears a brief seminar," Sam
Underwood said. "They receive a tour
and when they are required to do
community service, a large percentage
comes to us."
Student volunteers typicallr help

Veteran Charles Johnson, Harold Kllenhoffer and Veteran
Arthur Eberlck have dinner at Glendale Place Wednesday night.
with games or other activities at Glendale Place.
"Sometimes the students will go on
outings with us and escort the seniors
or help with crowd control," Underwood said.
Underwood said Glendale Place

docs not have any specific activities
planned in honor of Assisted Living
Week.
Underwood said: "Every week is
assisted-living week with us, every
day is assisted-living day because we
change from day to day."

Seismic activity causes concern University changes catalog,
Rockelle Gray

provides benefits for students

Staff Writer
rgray@thenews.org

The tsunami and hurricanes
have turned attention to a potential local natural disaster, the New
Madrid Fault.
According to the U.S Geological
Survey Web site, the probability of
a major earthquake occurring in
this seismic zone with the next 50
years is more than 90 percent.
John Dillon, professor of journalism and mass communications,
said people near the mid-American fault should prepare.
Dillon said an earthquake from
the New Madrid Fault may affect
the flood wall and damage- the
Kentucky Dam.
ln 1983, Kentucky and other surrounding states formed the Central United States Earthquake Consortium, which promotes earthquake . awareness, preparedness,
response and recovery.
Kentucky mandates earthquake
education to be taught in schools
··and sponsors an annual Earth·
quake 'Awareness Week., Facilties
Management has instructions on
what to do in case of an earthquake on its Web page.

Emily Wuchner
Contributing Writer

"The design and construction of buildings have been well c0n·
our buildings fall within the seis- structed.
mic zone's regional building code,
"If you're insfde a building durwhicb- requires us to comply with ing an earthquake. 'duck and
the seismic code," said Dewey cover,' and if you are outside, stay
Yeatts, chief facilities officer and there and stay away from building
associate vice president for Facili- facades," Dillon said. "There arc
. .ter instructions posted i
ties Managemen,f!.J.\~~ ~
Univ~Ity-;~ional campus buildings."
bracing in buildings and complies
The last major earthquake in the
·with height requirements.
New Madrid Fault area was on
John Dillon said the University Dec. 16, 1811.

The

The publication of the 2005·07 Undergraduate Bulletin, effective this year,
hrings many changes to Murray State academic programs and graduation requirements.
After looking at the catalogs from other
universities, Murray State officials decided to reduce the minimum required hours
to graduate from 128 to 120.
The change does not mandate departments to make changes, and some could
not r~duce their hours because of accreditation and other requirements.
When enrolling at Murray State, stu·
dents are assigned to the most recent cat·
alog to fulfill their graduation require·
mcnts.
As new catalogs arc publisht>d, returning students may move to a newer one
that better meets their needs.
Students can use only one catalog to
complete all graduation requirements.
' ca,t~p~f~iie '=-".~i'Y ~preJ! y_eaf!>.
•
Registrar Donna Harris said 1 these
c-hanges could allo~· students to graduate
one semester sooner.
She also said students must be aware

that, although the hours for their major
may be less in the new college catalog. the
general education requirements may also
be different.
"Most students would benefit from this
catalog but must make sure that their
major and minor didn't change," Harris
said.
Other changes include adding classes
such as Music and Film and Humanities in
the Modern World: Diversity.
Students seek:ng a Bachelor of Science
degree now will have to complete only
RUM 211 and a humanities and fine arts
elective versus the previously required
HUM 211, 212 and an elective.
Associate Provost Tim Todd said the
catalog changes have added quality and
efficiency to the Murray State programs.
"One hundred twenty hours allows a
student to take a full load," Todd said. "It
allows a student to graduate in four
years."
Students curious to see if the new catalog will benefit them can request a MAP
.t~P~f,l•.~Y prJn.ting a .(orm from tlie R~~s
trar's Web site or Spark's Hall's front
desk.
College catalogs also may be picked up
at the front desk in Sparks Hall
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Congratulations to our
new squirrels!
Uo{[y tJt.6e{{
jessie ~ams
tJt.m6er ?hiderson
'Katefin IJt.rno{d
'Me{anie 13efirend
Shannon 13isfioy
~raan 13urf.een
13rienna 13yrd
'Re66ie ~dmonds
Sarafi 'Farmer
IJt.nna P{oyd
Lauren 'Frizze((
'Dana §reene
jessica §roaan
Lauren jofinson
tJt.sfi{ey 'Kincaid

tJt.sfiUe Lamykins
'Kim6er{y ~ziarka
tJt.yri{ 'McCroskey
tJt.my 'Me{vin
tR.acTie{ 1vteyer
Lindsay 'Mi{{er
jordan 'Myrick
jackie Oswa{t
'Kacie 'Rector
rHa{He 'Rhodes
tR.acfie{ 'Romaine
'Maddie 'Ryan
Lianne Weihe
'Mo'lJan Wi{liams
Valerie Yankowy
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Now offering a
total of 8 September 1
through
December 31
housing
contracts at
$349 a month.

Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com
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1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003
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Soccer team
earns victory
in invitational

!Both teams vie
!for 1st victory
of 2005 season

AutumnBoaz
Contributing Writer

lo

DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The last time the Murray State football
team won eight home openers in a row
was from 1932 to 1939, which included a
105-0 victory over Louisville in 1932.
Those victories are a Racer record, but it
is in jeopardy of being topped Saturday
against Indiana State (0-2).
The Racers (1-0) won eight straight
games to open the season at Roy Stewart
Stadium, dating back to 1997, and its last
loss in a home debut was in overtime to
Western Kentucky, 44-41, in 1996.
However, three losses in the last three
seasons to Indiana State is a statistic with
which Head Coach Joe Pannunzio has
been more concerned.
"In the last three years, we've lost very
close games to them. and I arn anxious to
get back on the field against Indiana
State," Pannunzio said. "They have been a
thorn in my side."
The Racers lost those three games by a
total of 17 points and trail 4-2 in the alltime series. The last victory over Indiana
State was Pannunzio's second game as
Murray State's head coach in 2000. Pannunzio has a flawless 5-0 record in home
openers.
In a loss to Mississippi State, he was
upset hls defense surrendered big plays.
He is concerned about the defensive backs
because Indiana State prefers to throw.
Senior quarterback Blayne Baggett is a
transfer from Western Michigan and in
the team's two losses, Baggett has
attempted 54 and 40 passes, which should
provide a test for the Racers• young secondary.
'We played well against Mississippi
State, but our biggest knock was the corners because they gave up some big
plays," Pannunzio said. "Our secondary
will be tested Saturday night."
One way to limit the effectiveness of
passing is to pressure the quarterback.
forcing bad or inaccurate throws. Pannun-

zio believes that, without pressure, the
Racers could be in trouble.
''The best way to stop the pass is to put
pressure on the quarterback and that's
something I like to do," Pannunzio said. ''If
we let him sit back there without any pressure, he is going to pick us apart."
Aside from some defensive concerns,
Pannunzio knows more offensive production and better ball handling are required.
Against Mississippi State, the Racers
turned the ball over twice and did not
force any. The offense totaled 229 yards
while sustaining a few drives that did not
result in any points.
"We opened against a SEC team, and
you never know where you are after playing teams like that," Jeff Menage, offensive
coordinator .5aid. "We do know that we
need to concentrate on the big picture and
focus on everything."
The Sycamores have dropped their first
two games, and Pannunzio thinks Indiana
State's motivation will be high.
"They'll come in here with their back to
the wall, and it will require a lot of effort
out of us," Pannunzio said. 'We're 0-1
though and have to find a way to get on
the winning side of things."
Kickoff is scheduled for 6 p.m. Saturday
at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Misty

News

Junior wide receiver Trey Graham catches a pass as
he warms up before Tuesday afternoon's practice.

:Golf camp gives kids chance to improve overall skills
I

Nathan Clinkenbeard
' Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Trusting a kid with swinging a long metal object may
seem scary, but four weeks
into the inaugural Kids Clinic the Miller Golf Course and
the University's men's and
women's golf teams host, it
is common practice.
About 30 kids between 6
and U have gathered on
Monday evenings since Aug.
12 to learn golf skills: chipping, putting, pitching, driving.
Will Snodgrass, the clubhouse and pro shop manager, said the clinic gives kids
an opportunity to learn
about golf.
"The kids have something
for basketball and football
and all the other sports, but
they don't really have an
avenue for golf," Snodgrass
said. "It is shown that golf
really isn't growing. It's stagnant. We're doing this to get
the young kids playing golf
and to encourage golf in a
positive way."
Noah Newsome said he
has been playing golf a long
time, and he is only 7.
"I like to chip, putt and

Lauren Owens/The News

Ian Umstead, U, receives instruction on his long
game from freshman golfer Ashley Yates.
drive," Newsome said. "I like
to hit it far."
Every week, the kids come
to the course and start out
with a snack and a lesson in
golf rules and etiquette. The

United States Golf Association gave each child in the
clinic a set of flash cards to
study and balls, tees and
pencils.
Usually, two players from

each team help Snodgrass
with running the clinic by
going to each station and
providing tips and support.
"I couldn't do it without
the players' support," Snodgrass said. "They have been
so cooperative with everything and they give the kids
someone to look up to. "
The kids mainly bring
their own sets of clubs with
them to the clinic. but Miller
Golf Course has purchased a
few sets for children frpm
low-income families.
Snodgrass grew up in England without a similar clinic
for kids wanting to learn
golf. Everything was individually based until talent was
discovered, and only then
was instruction given to a
child.
The new focus is to get the
kids out on the golf course at
an early age to ensure a
future generation for golf.
"If the trend continues, a
lot of courses will struggle,"
Snodgrass said. "There are
enough people in our community to make golf courses
flourish. We're just looking
to boost game whether for
our course, the (Murray)
Country Club or someone
else."

Former Racer golfers
Nikki Orazine and Santie
Koch helped out with this
week's clinic and put an
emphasis on learning the
rules of golf as opposed to
the individual skills.
''We didn't have anyone
teaching us the rules when
we were growing up,"
Orazine said. "By the time
the kids get to our age, they
will already know all the
rules. At this age, the kids
are like little sponges. It's a
great time to teach them."
Miller Golf Course also
hosts a women's clinic for all
ages that Snodgrass and
women's Head Coach Velvet
Milkman teach. About 30
women ranging from ages 25
to 75 meet on Thursday
mornings to work on more
advanced aspects of their
game.
"The women there have
some kind of experience,
and we're working with all
different levels," Snodgrass
said. "To see a vast improvement in its three weeks is
tremendous."
Both clinics will return in
the spring with the women's
clinic being in the evening to
give the working community
a chance to participate.

The women's soccer team no longer
has to fret about seeing a zero in the win
column after tallying its first win of the
season in dramatic fashion at the Skyhawk Invitational the University of Tennessee-Martin hosted Sunday.
Sophomore ]en Nowak scored the
game winning goal in double-overtime
with less than three minutes remaining to
give the Racers a 2-l win over South
Alabama.
The Racers previously dropped its first
game of the invitational Friday against
Arkansas-Little Rock, 1-0. The losing outcome gave the team its fifth loss and
accounted for the Racer's third straight
scoreless game.
Head Coach Mike Minielli said his team
dominated friday's game but was simply
imable to score, and after a disappointing
start to the season, Sunday's nail-biting
win gave the team what it needed.
"Our kids needed a win real bad for
their own mental health," Minielli said.
"You'd almost rather lose 3-1. than get
beat 1-0."
Ten Racers fmished the game with at
least one shot on goal, giving the team a
total of 25 shot attempts to Arkansas-Little Rock's ll.
The first goal of the game came well
into the first half when Murray State's
sophomore forward Kara Carlile scored
her second goal of the season from freshman midfielder Lauren Falls' assist. The
score remained 1-0 until South Alabama
tied the game midway through the second
half.
Both teams were scoreless throughout
the remainder of the competition, which
forced the teams into overtime.
In the first overtime, the Racers was
outshot 20-14, but junior goalie Annie
Fortier, who had ;1 total of 10 saves for the
game, prevented any scoring. With the
SCQre deadlocked at 1-l, the game went
into its second overtime.
Jen Nowak said she was ready for the
second overtime because she saw the
team doing what it needed to do to put
the ball into the net.
"I was really pumped up at this point
because (the team) had started talking,
and everybody knew what was going on,"
Nowak said. ·•we just started talking
more as teammates and we pumped each
other up."
At the beginning of the second overtime, Minielli said he told his team to simply go out and play the game.
When the second overtime began,
Nowak recalled being tired, but she was
anxious to get back on the field. With less
than three minutes remaining, Nowak got
a shot passed the Jaguar's goalie, making
the final score 2-l and giving the women's
team its first win of the season.
"(Scoring the goal) was pretty awesome," Nowak said. "I was just happy. We
really just needed a win. If it was me that
scored that's great, if it was anybody else,
that's awesome too."
Now that the ftrst win is out of the way,
Minielli is hoping his young players will
continue to adjust to college soccer.
''The big thing is just to keep the goal
scoring consistent," he said. "We're getting tons of shots we just have to make
some of them."
The next game is schedule at noon
Sept. 18 at Cutchin field when the Racers
host Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis.
Murray State travels to Clarksville,
Tenn. for its flrst Ohio Valley Conference
game against the Austin Peay Governors.
The only non-conference games left on
the schedule are against Evansville,
Arkansas State and South Dakota State.
Two-time regular season defending
champion Samford is off to a fast start to
the season winning four of its first six
games while tying the other two.
The Racers will face Samford in Birmingham, Ala. on Oct.9 and the defending
tournament champion Eastern Illinois at
Cutchin Field on Oct. 23.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
MLB Baseball
Athletics at Red Sox

Saturday: CBS @ 7 p.m.
NCAA Football
Tennessee at Florida

Saturday: Cross Country
Percy Werner Park
Vanderbilt Invitational

Sunday-Monday: Woments Golf
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Ann Rhodes Intercollegiate

Saturday: ESPN @ ll a.m.
NCAA Football
Oregon State vs. Louisville

Sunday: CBS @ noon
NFL Football
Ravens at T itans

Saturday: Football @ 6 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Indiana State at Murray State

Sunday: W Soccer @ noon
Cutchin Field
IUPUI at Murray State

Tonight: ESPN @ 6 p.m.

.

...

Murray State Events
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Colts, Eagles
will face-off
in Super Bowl
Some people may have noticed the NFL
Picks are gone from the last page of
spo rts, and there is a very good reason for
that. It's called sparing myself further
embarrassment.
Well, now I'm going to give my playoff
selections only a week into the season.
There will be no one else's picks in this
column. especially a certain red-headed
female with glasses who picked her teams
based on cool cities and colors. No, I'm
not bitter.
We'll start with the vastly superior
AFC after a complete domination in the
2004 season over the NFC. AFC teams
were a combined 44·20 against the NFC
and six of the previous eight Super Bowl
winners have come from the American
Football Conference. including the
defending champion New England Patriots.
Despite
losing
player and coaching personnel. the
Pat riots will be
back in the playoffs
as champions of the
AFC East, much to
the chagrin of all
the
bandwagon
haters out there.
My advice is to stop
hating and accept
the
fact
Head
Coach
Bill
Belichick is one of
Nathan
the best talent evalCUnkenbeard
uators and cohesive
Sports Editor
parts o f any NFL
franchise.
Division winners will not be any different from last year as the Pats, Pittsburgh
Steelers (North), Indianapolis Colts
(South) and San Diego Chargers (West) .
will win their respective divisions.
Pittsburgh's defense is the class of the
league, and the Colts have the tools necessary to get over the hump. a.k.a. the
Patriots, and into the Super Bowl. San
Diego should be in a dogfight with Kansas
City for the West title, but when looking
at the two teams. my heart and mind goes
with the Chargers. The Chiefs will get a
Wild Card spot in a topheavy division.
The other Wild Card winner will be the
Cincinnati Bengals over .the Baltimore
Ravens. Am I biased? Hell yeah, rm
biased. After two 8-8 seasons. the Bengals
are due to break out for a 10-win season,
and this will be the year. The offensive
pieces arc in place, and the early part of
the Bengals' schedule will allow its young
defense to grow without harm to its
record.
The Colts and Pats will duke it out
again in the AFC Championship game,
only this time the game will be played in
Indianapolis at the RCA Dome with the
home team punching its ticket to Detroit.
If the government had cryogenically
frozen a football-crazed teenager back in
the day of the original Tecmo Super Bowl
and brought him back to life in the NFC,
he would probably want to be frozen
again.
Philadelphia will return as NFC East
champions with Terrell Owens finally
focusing on football. Detroit will be sort
of a surprise winner in the NFC North
over the Vikings, and Atlanta will win the
NFC South narrowly over the Carolina
Panthers. The NFC West will try to do its
best to not be the equivalent to the
National League West, but it might be
tough as the St. Louis Rams will take the
division.
McNabb and Owens will lead the
Eagles back to the Super Bowl in a
rematch of the first week's Monday Night
Football game against the Falcons.
Finally, in their usual dome element at
Ford Field in Detroit, Peyton Manning
will borrow a page from Steve Young's
book and ask his teammates to take the
monkey off his back so he can hoist up
the Vince Lombardi Trophy.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Volleyball squad
loses 3matches
despite fast starts
Warren King
Contributing Writer
Despite getting off to a fast
start in its first two matches,
three schools swept the
wom~n·s volleyball team last
weekend at the Western llli·
nois University/Pizza Hut
Invitational in Macomb, Ul.
T he Racer s lost Fr id ay
night to Southern Mississippi by a final score of 3-1 (2530, 30-17. 30-21, 30·16) and
fell the following morning to
host Western Illinois hy
another 3·1 score (28-30, 3019, 30-21, 30-19). The Racers
could not take a set over
Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne
in the fmal match Saturday

photO!> hy Amand,J Von KanneVgucst

Junior middleblocker Katie Kemezy.s (left) gets a .set from a teammate while
junior middleblocker (above) Holly Jansen spikes the ball as Head Coach
Dave Schwepker observes his player's form iD practice Tuesday.

afternoon d ropping the
match 3-0 (30-16, 30-ll, 3027).
T he only bright spot for
the Rncers was freshman
Alison Muglcr being named
to the all-tournament team.
Mugler led the Racers with
three kills per game, and she
averaged 35 digs and 3.19
points.
"I was very pleased and
honored to receive a position on the all-tournament
team, but I would have
rather won a match or two,"
Muglcr said. "Wc arc mostly
a young team with mainly
fresh men and sophomores.
The more we play together,
the more we learn and gain

chemistry bctwt·cn each
other."
She said it will take time to
get the entire team on the
same page, but once that
happens, the team will be
hard to stop.
"This squad is full of hard
workers and there is a defi·
nitc chance for another OVC
title in our future," Mugler
said. "Thl! tournament wasn't a good depiction of our
squad. We are a shorter team
than many in the OVC, and
time and patience are key to
our future."
The Racers are trying to
return to the form they
enjoyed during the 2003 season when they cnptured the

Ohio Valley Conference
tournament title and repre·
sented Murray State in the
NCAA tournament. The
Racers posted a 24·6 record
in 2003 before falling to 6-17
in 2004. This season, the
Racers have posted a 2-5
record in non-conference
play, and the league schedule begins in two weeks.
Despite the recent Losses,
Head Coach David Schwepker remains optimistic about
the Racers chances once the
OVC schedule begins.
'1'he talent is here, all the
girls come from excellent
high school programs. and
they just need experience
with each other on the court,

J

teamwork is a vital key to
volleyball," Schwepker said.
"To have a good team you
need patience, consistency,
and exper ience. The fi rst
home game is Sept. 27, and
for everyone to come out
and experience Racer volleyball. the girls have
worked really hard for your
support."
The Racers start its conference play with four consecutive home games beginning Sept. 23 against Eastern
Illinois and Sept. 24 against
Southeast Missouri State. On
Sept. 30, Austin Pcay travels
to Murray and the home
stand wraps up with Tennessee State on Oct. 4.

Louisville takes both rowing stake races Saturday:_
Tommy Dillard
Contributing W riter
The Murray State women's rowing team opened its season Saturday
against two formidable opponents:
the Louisville Cardinals and the
sweltering heat and humidity.
The women's te:lm endured the
oppressive weather conditions, but
it could not handle Louisville. The
Cardinals won both races.
The Racers and the Cardinals
rowed two stake races, which consist of 1,700 meters. a turn. and l.SOO
meters back, a total of 3,200 meters
or 1.99 miles. Each squad fielded an
A-boat and a B·boat, consisting of
four people per boat.
The Louisville A-boat won the
flrst race, coming in at l3 minutes
and 4 seconds. The Louisville B·boat
came in second at 13:31, and the Murray State A-boat and B·boat followed
at 14:03 and 14:42, respectively.
Louisville's A-boat also took the
second race with a time of 13:07.
Louisville B and Murray State A
came in second and third, respectively, with times of 14 and 14:09.
The weather conditions were
tough on the Racers. High humidity
and 90-degree temperatures with

me photo
The women's rowing team competes in the 2004 Racer Regatta. The rowers opened their season Saturday versus Louisville.
flat water conditions made rowing
difficuLt; Head Coach Bill McLean
said.
"It's very taxing for the athlctt',"
McLean said. "The races are 13, 14
minutes long, which is a long time to
maintain a high heart rate, especially
under those conditions."
The first race of the season was a
learning experience for the Racers,
Mclean said.
"Having a race this early in the
se!ison is a real eye-opener for the
year about what we need to do.'' he
said. "The goal for this race was to
go in and create two even lineups."
The team has good technique,

McLean said, but it needs to improve
its overall fitness.
"Our athletes could go head to
head with anybody if our fitness
level matched theirs," he said. "I can
teach all the technique in the world,
but if we're not fit. it wun't matter."
The women have been working
hard in pwctices since classes
hegan, sometimes rowing 12,000 to
16,000 rnctcrs a day. The athletes
ge-nerally participated in four days a
week of cross training and lifted
weights three days a week this summer.
"A few athletes came in really
good condition," McLean said. "The

cream will rise to the top and they
will be the ones that will lead us."
Junior Tracy Bogard. team cap~
tain, is pleased with the effort the
,•
team has shown this year.
"We have a very strong and dedi-,
cated group of girls this year," Boga·
rd said. "They have shown great
commitment and are really willing
to work hard."
As har d as the Racers worked this
summer, McLean said Louisville stUI
came in more p repared for the race.
"The
difference
between
Louisville and us is that a lot of their
kids row during the summer," he
said. "A lot of our kids work during '
the summer and do not have the
time to row competitively."
Murray State has just one freshman on the roster this year. T he
Racers recruited Andria Kroner
from Batavia, Ohio. and unlike most
of the team, she came with competi- '
tive rowing experience.
"She's a great athlete. but it is
always a tough transition from high
school to college," McLean said.
"But it's great to have an experi- ~
enced athlete on the team."
~
The Racers' next challenge will be
the Head of the Licking in Cincinnati
Sept. 24.
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Hurricane
affects wildlife
in South

phol<>!i by R.tshod Taylor/Tile News

Members of the men's and women's cross country teams begin their track workout at Ro y Stewart Stadium Wednesday. The
teams have run In two meets this season and have five meets remaining, Including the Vanderbilt Invitational this weekend.

Cross country teams ready for Vandy
Men's, women's teams
•
gazn
young runners
JoAnna Anderson
Contributing Writer
The men's and women's cross
country teams used their fU"st meet
of the season Sept. 3 and a difficult
week of practice to prepare for the
Memphis Twilight Invitational last
Saturday.
Head Coach Dereck Chavis was
pleased with the team's performance.
"We had a tough practice this past
week," Chavis said. "The teams are
right where they need to be condition wise. I was very happy with
their p lacement in the competition."
Tbe Racers placed 14th in the 15team competition and ended up
seven points behind 12th place.
Junior John Gorey Jed the way for
Murray State, finishing 54th in the
156-.r unner race with a time of 21
minutes, 34.61 seconds on the fourmile course.
The women's cross country team
placed eighth in the 20-team race.
Freshman Alaina Zanin led the way,
finishing 17th of 16S with a time of
18:03 on the three-mile course.
Assistant Coach Greg Storm
applauded the team's improvement
and looks forward to a good season.

Storm is a graduate assistant and
uses his experience as a runner to
come up with the athletes' workouts
each week.
"Both teams are improving each
week." Storm said. ~once everyone
gets healthy we will improve a lot
more."
Storm said both teams will have to
gain some experience in running
longer races because of the large
number of freshmen on the team.
Chavis and Storm spent the spring
and summer recruiting freshmen to
overhaul both teams and recruit
enough runners.
"We have a very young team this
year," Storm said. ''Some have just
fmished running for high school. On
the men's team we have four freshmen, while on the women's we have
two. We are preparing them to run
longer distances than they are used
to."
The next scheduled meet is Saturday's Vanderbilt Invitational featuring several top teams. Both teams
will compete at the Percy Werner
Park in Nashville.
The women will competl' in a SK
race, which begins at 8:30 a.m., and
the men's five-mile race begins at 9
a.m.

Four ofthe women's cross country runners take a few w armup
laps on the track before practice begins Wednesday afternoon.

Upperclassmen to lead women's golf team in '05
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinlcenbeard@thenews.org

With a squad laden with
upperclassmen. the women's
golf team began its season
this week at the Lady Herd
Fall Invitational, looking to
get off on the right foot
toward recapturing the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship.
In terms of a fast start
against league competition.
the women settled for a split
beating Austin Peay and losing to Eastern Kentucky.
Overall. the team finished
sixth out of eight teams as
host Marshall University
took the team title by 27

strokes over Eastern Kentucky.
Head Coach Velvet Milkman said she did not believe
her team fmished as well as
they should have, but the
women will be right in the
hunt for another OVC title.
"We should be as competitive as any other team in the
OVC," Milkman said. "I
mean we lost to Eastern and
beat Austin Peay, but it will
be like this all year long with
teams battling back and
forth."
Murray State was in flfth
place after two rounds of
competition at the par-72,
6,035 yard Guyan Golf and
Country Club in Huntington,
W.Va., but Longwood Uni-

-~-~

versity beat the Racers by 10
strokes in the third round to
send the team to sixth.
Senior Ashley Kelbough
and junior Christi Baron finished in a tie for 20th place
out of SO competitors to lead
the women in the opening
invitational. Kclbough shot
rounds of 81-80-81 for a total
of 242. Baron opened with
an 84 and finished strong
with rounds of 78-80.
Senior April Steenbergen
shot a final-round 82, earning a tic for 26th place with
senior teammate Julie Bennett, who closed her C<lmpetition with an 83. Bennett
played individually and did
not count toward the team
score. Junior Lauren Hughes
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also competed individually
and shot a combined total of
244. good enough for a tie
for 23rd.
Junior Jena Lancaster finished 38th with a final-round
88, and senior Ilka Loubser
placed 41st including a finalround 90.
The Murray State women's golf roster consists of
four senior and four juniors,
and Milkman said this will
be an advantage over other
teams in the league.
''It is very important to
have upperclassmen who
have been around,'' Milkman
said. "Having seniors means
you have maturity, and I
think that will pay huge dividends down the road."
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Twenty-nine shots separated third though sixth
place as Ohio University
beat the College of William
and Mary by three shots, and
the Tribe were 17 strokes
ahead of Longwood University.
Jacksonville State University and Eastern Kentucky
were the top two teams last
season in the conference and
played to the wire in the
championship match as only
two shots separated them.
The women begin play
Sunday at the Ann Rhodes
Intercollegiate hosted by the
University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa, Ala. with the
final round being played on
Tuesday.

All the talk about Hurricane Katrina
affecting people and the way of life, and
now, I found out it has affected the
wildlife in other parts of the country, too.
This weekend, I had the privilege to go
back home and do some dove hunting
with some high school buddies of mine.
Before the start of dove season. we had
a lot of dove in west Tennessee, but after
all the storms that came up from Katrina
most of the doves left the area. We went
dove hunting on Saturday and grilled out
in the field. We hunted until noon then
retired for some of my uncle's fine cooking back at the trucks.
We had dove, deer,
a lot of other wildlife
and some dressings
that go along with
that. By sunset, we
had only killed 7S
doves, and three of us
killed 12 each. We
went back to the
house where we had a
dove dinner and
talked about the hunting in west Tennessee.
Jon
While we were talkHolden
ing, my hunting budOutdoor
dies said they saw all
Columnist
of the wildlife going
crazy right before the storm and have not
seen a lot of wildlife since it hit. So. we've
come up with the conclusion that the violent weather pushed the wildlife farther
north ofTennessee.
We went back Sunday and tried to
prove our theory wrong. but it did not
tum out like we wanted. We started at
daylight and hunted until midday. We
went back to the trucks and counted up
the doves, and all we killed were 60 doves.
This may seem like a really high number of doves to those out there who don't
dove hunt all the time or at all. Sixty doves
are nothing compared to the 90 or 100 we
usually catch. So as it seems Katrina did
have a great effect on our dove hunting
this year.
After we were done in the big field we
all decided to go over to the hog farm
because we always kill a bunch of doves in
the field next to the hogs. Well, it wasn't
meant to be this year since we only killed
1
4
' abour1o.'
•
•
' )
'
One other highlight of the day was
when we were walking down the road
next to the hog lot when my girlfriend saw
a momma sow and four little piglets. The
momma sow had given birth the night
before and was trying to already show her
little piglets how to root around in the
dirt. Everything about wildlife is so amazing. You really never know what you nre
going to run up on when you set out to
hunt.
Around 2 p.m., we went home and stuck
to our suggestion that the hurricane
weather has pushed the wildlife north.
Not only bas Hurricane Katrina hurt
dove season for most hunters. just think of
all the other seasons that she hurt: duck,
deer, turkey, squirrel, and rabbit. We may
not see the full effect right now on the
other seasons. but when they all start to
come in, just start watching how many
animals are bagged around your house or
county. You will see the number bagged
this year are going to be quite smaller
than in the years past.
I hope your hunting experience went
better than mine. If you go hunting this
weekend, keep in mind there might not be
much wildlife around because of Hurricane Katrina.
just because Mother Nature has thrown
this awful disaster at us doesn't mean that
we have to slow down the hunting
process. In fact, .i f you live up north and
you are going home on the weekend that a
season is still in, you go ahead and hunt.
Go ahead and take that big shot and get
the thrill of your life.

Advertise in The Murray
State News Homecoming
special section, Oct. 21.
Space must be reserved by 5 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 10.

7os :\laiu St. (U.S. M·l)
lJazcL KY 42049

492-6144
W\\W,,t.atr linl•ranchnndhom•·.com

Call 762-4478 for more information
or stop by 111 Wilson Hall.
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Tennis players square off on clay Sports Briefs•••
Dan T epe
StaffWnter

pretty good .but we were down
there to bastcally get our bear-

dtepe@thenews.org

~~h"e f~ur players each played

The men's tennis team had a
dow n season last year, finishing with only a handful of wins.
However, some of the players
participated in a tournament
Friday to prepare for the fall
schedulc.
Four players - senior Craig
Jacobs. sophomore Hunter
Gerlach, and freshmen Mikel
Headford and Nick Kslezopolski - traveled south to battle
some top-notch competition in
Tunica. Miss.
"The competition was really
good but it was also a fun tournament to participate in,"
Jacobs said. "These tourna·
ments help because they allow
us to see how far we have to go
to improve."
The other three teams were
Memphis. Arkansas LittleRock and Mississippi. The
tournament was held at the
T unica National Golf and Tennis Club, which hosted the
tournament for Ole Miss.
''Ole Miss was a top ten team
last year and have a player that
is in the top 20 or 30 nationally
at the college level," Jacobs
said. "This competition will
help us prepare and build up
for team play in the fall when
OVC begins."
The matches were held on
clay courts, a surface the Racer
players are not familiar with
and something they will generally not encounter during the
season.
"It is always fun to play on a
different type of surface and
clay courts are difficult to
compete on," Gerlach said.
"Players perform differently
depending on the type of surface and some of the other
guys who might have done better weren't able to make the
tournament."
Two Racers, Kslezopolski
and Headford. played in their
first matches as Racers and got
a small taste of what level will
be expected this season.
"There were some of the
best teams in the country
down there and we were kind
of the odd ducks out," Kslezopolski said. "We were beat

BB&T's Hoopin' On the Square
recruits teams for tournament

m two smgles matches and one
double.
"We did not win any of the
matches, but we were close in
a few of t hem," Gerlach said.
"We need to work on consistency. which everyone has
realized after playing in the
tournament."
The fall schedule continues
this weekenCi for the Racers as
they partidpatc in a tournament in Chattanooga, Tenn.
The men's tennis team only
has a few matches in the fall
season before the majority of
the schedule kicks in during
the spring.
Tournaments arc more common during the fall portion and
then duel matches and conference battles take place in the
spring with the OVC Championship being played in mid
April.

Murray Main Street and
BB&T will host the inaugural
Hoopin' On the Square to be
played in the local Court
Square Sept. 24 and 25.
1'hc three-on-three tournament is an attempt to gain
attraction to
downtown
M urray
by hav·
ing players of all ages and
skill level congr egate for a weekend of basketball.
The entry fee for the tournament is $100 per team with a
roster limit of five players per
team. The d ifferent d ivisions
range from boys and girls in
e lementary school with divisions offered fo r middle
school, high school. college
students and adults.
Teamwork Marketing and
Promotions is producing the

fil,. photos

Senior . Craig Jacobs
(right) and sophomore
Hunter Gerlach (bottom)
practice during the
spring season. Jacobs and
Gerlach
participated
with two freshmen in a
clay court tournament
held in Tunica, Miss.

tournament as a fundraiser for
Murray Main Street.
T eamwork Marketing also
produces various other youth
sporting eve nts, such as multiple baseball and fast pitch
softball tournaments throughout the region.
The company also hosts the
a nnual
Pella
Progress Bowl
for
high
school footD!l!r ball at Roy
I:JO{i( Stewart Stadium. In its third
season, Kentucky teams are
pitted against teams sou th of
the border from Tennessee.
Teams interested in joining
the action at the first Hoopin'
On the Square can get entry
forms from the Murray Main
Street office in downtown, all
Murra y BB&T branches or
print them online at at
www.tcamworkcvents.com.

B

Murray State student-athletes
earn multiple academic awards
This week, numerous Murray State athletes were recognized not for their performance on the playing field but
off of it.
Seven
student-athletes
earned the Ohio Valley Conference Medal of Honor for
having the highest GPA in
their sport throughout the conference.
Those receiving the Medal
of Honor were Lauren Wilson,
women's track and field; AshIcy Kelbough, women's golf;
Camilla Loeveid, women's

golf; Shauna Kline, women's
soccer; Lauren McAdams,
women's soccer; Sara Struve,
women's soccer; Jaclyn l.eep·
er, women's tennis.
The rifle and women's golf
teams eamed the Team Acade·
mic Achievement Awards by
havi11g the highest percentage
of its student-athletes on the
OVC Commissioner's Honor
Roll.
The women's soccer team
had the most members of its
team named to the Honor Roll
with 16.

Club teams forming on campus
Numerous club teams arc
looking for students interested
in participating in sports such
as swimming. running, tennis,
field hockey, women's rugby
and lacrosse.
The renovated Hamilton
Fields arc set to open in a few

ANOTHER BENEFIT TO OUR
ONLINE EDITION:

weeks to p rovide the club
teams with lighted practice
fields and the intramural teams
another place to compete..
Those interested in any of
the sports can call Alison
Epperson at 762-6791 or stop
by the wcllncss center.

the

world
has changed
why

hasn't

Hope Harbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the.timeless Truth of the Gospel to the reality of
today.
.
DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor knowing how to improve your home, your work, your life.
DIFFERENT M USIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some 21st century
technology - all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT R ELATIONSIDPS

FIND CASH FOR COLLEGE.
Click on the scholarships link on the top bar of our site, and
browse a scholarship search to conned with over 650,000
scholarship awards, worth $2.5 billion.

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents. and to form lasting relationships. Life is
easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.

Visit www.thenews.org
Sundays at 10z30
www.HopeHatborCharch.CO&l
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Students, staff weigh in on campus' sexual.health

Mr. MSU
7 p.m., advance tick- Elizabeth Cawein
ets $5, $7 at the door, Assistant Lifestyles Editor
.sponsored by Alpha ecawein@thenews.org
Omicron Pi, Lovett
Nicole Hartman thinks, for the most
Auditorium
part, Murray State is a sexually "safe"
campus.
Movie
"We are all very self-aware," said Hart7:30 p.m., today and
Saturday,
Cinema man, sophomore from Hopkinsville. "As a
International, community, I think we make pretty good
"Schultze Gets the decisions."
However, she said this sentiment does
Blues," English subtitles, rated PG free not alter her personal behavior and deciadmission,
Curris sions regarding sexual activity.
"I feel safe here," Hartman said. "But
Center Theater
that doesn't mean rm going to do any·
thing irresponsible."
Judy
Lyle,
health
educator
and staff
Parent and Family
nurse, warns that the idea of a sexually
Cookout
3:30 p.m., adults $U, safe community is an anomaly. The only
type of truly safe sexual intercourse, she
students and children
said, is none at all.
under 18 $6, Roy
"Off the top of my bead, I would estiStewart Stadium
mate 50 to 60 percent of Murray State students are perhaps sexually active," Lyle
Racer Football
said.
6 p.m., MSU vs. IndiLyle spends much of her time making
ana State, Roy Stewart
presentations to groups on campus
Stadium
regarding sexual health, and she said the
large number of students who choose
abstinence sometimes surprises.
Women's Soccer
"Students now seem more concerned
Noon,
MSU
vs. about their bodies, being safe and protectIUPUI. Cutchin Field ing themselves," Lyle said. ·"It wasn't like
that with my generation, so rm often surprised when students tell me they are
Resume Workshop choosing not to have sex."
1:30 p.m.. free for stuRegardless of who or how many students. call 762-3735 to dents are having sex, sexually transmitted
reserve space, Career disea!les are a factor on campus, as anyServices Conference where.
Room, Ordway HaU
Chlamydia is the most frequently d iagnosed STD at Murray State, and the
fastest growing on campus and nationFres~an
Senate wide, according to Health Services.
Elections
Human palpiloma virus, or genital warts,
9 am., Tuesday and and gonorrhea round out Murray State's
Wednesday, go to top three STDs.
RacerNet to vote
The steps to safer sex are clear, though,
and readily available through services
free to Mu rray State students.
Q.uadDay
The Health Services fainily planning
10 a.m.. organizations
will have informational tables in the
Quad

• Saturday

• Sunday

• Monday

• Thesday

• Wednesday

_r_
·
~

''
Hraphic by Chia·Hung Chang/The News

program. funded by state grants not by
University funds, offers free birth control
pills and free annual gynecological examinations to female students who fall at or
below a certain annual income.
According to Health Services, last year,
there were 1.230 student visits to the family planning office, w hether for the flrst
time or refills.
Theresa Thu rman. family planning
nurse. estimated 30 percent of women in
the program have not engaged in sexual
intercourse yet but are planning to soon.
Thurman also estimated an additional
30 percent of participants have just started having sex and 30 percent are already
actively using the pill. T he final 10 per~
cent, she said, may have had several partners or are sexually active and using protection but desire more security. Each
participant is tested for STDs during her
annual examination.
Clearly, the majority of services offered
to students in lieu of sexual health are
aimed at women. Thurman said this does
not necessarily indicate a higher level of
responsibility by one sex or the other.
"I don't know that I could make a statement that women are more responsible
than men," Thurman said. "Women have
the burden of responsibility because they
are the ones who get pregnant. Men, generally speaking, do not take the responsibility for their health that women do, and
that's not just on college campuses, that's
nationwide."

However, Thurman said she is regularly impressed with the care and concern
students take for their sexual health.
"Most girls with the program have bad
one or two partners," Thurman said.
"They're very smart about everything but
biology. I'm always surprised at the
wome.n who come In and don't even know
their way around their own bodies."
She said a high self-awareness is necessary for maintaining good sexual health.
"Self examination is so important,"
Thurman said. "You have to look at your
body. People don't look at themselves,
and if you don't know what's there. how
can you know when something is wrong?"
She said the No. I thing she stresses to
her clients is to use condoms.
"I can't tell you how important that is,"
Thurman said. "If he doesn't want to usc a
condom. something's wrong. If you don't
want to use a condom, something's
wrong. One of you has something they
don't mind sharing. When you have sex
with someone, you sleep with everybody
they've slept with."
Judy Lyle said though condom use is
imperative to safer sex, it is a lso important to rcq1embcr they are not 100 percent
effective. Many sexually transmitted
infections can still be spread easily,
despite proper condom usc.
"It's important to limit your partners,"
Lyle said. "The more partners you have,
the greater risk you have for contracting a
sexually transmitted disease."

Lyle also advocated multiple forms of
p rotection.
"Unless you're saying 'This is the one.
This partner is the one; you really need to
use condoms in addition to the pill.'' Lyle
said.
•
Eric Morris, junior from Madisonville,
said be thinks Murray State is no safer
sexually than any other campus.
"Students are apathetic since they do n't
think that small chance of contracting
something will happen to them," Morris
said. "I think students arc knowledgeable
about STDs and sex in general, but a large
portion don't really take steps toward prevention."
Morris said the biggest factor in maintaining sexual health is discussing sexual
history with your partners.
"You want to know that you are with
someone who is both honest about mistakes they may have made and brave
enough to tell you." Morris said. "However. most people who have a sketchy past
don't necessarily come right out and be
honest about it. It is up to you to make
sure you stay out of harm's way."

Multiple entertainment options await students in Paducah

Blood Drive

Staff Report

10 a.m.. Wednesday
:,...
For students whose families
and Thursday, sponsored by SGA, Curris are not coming to Murray State's
Family Weekend, try going to
Center dance lounge
Paducah for some fun and entertainment.
I
Only a 40-minute drive from
Fall on the Farm
Murray, Paducah has everything
8 a.m.. educational
from museums and art galler ies
. activity for area eleto stores and markets.
mentary
students,
Paducah is home to the Musesponsored by school
of agriculture, Pullen
Farm

• Thursday

urn of the American Quilter's
Society, which features 150 new
and antique quilts. Admission is $8 for adults, $6
for students and free
for child£en 12 and
younger with an
adult. The museum is
located two blocks from
the Executive Inn at 215 Jefferson St. on the Interstate 24
Downtown Loop.

•

If the museum isn't what
you're looking for, try going to
Lowertown, home of the
Artist Relocation ProLowertown
gram.
loCated four bl~k,s
from
downtown,
featu res artists from
across the globe and local
artists.
A different type of artist can be
found downtown at Maiden

Alley Cinema. The cinema, 112
Maiden Alley, shows independent films like "Monster's Ball"
and "Gosford Park."
Admission is $450 for adults
before 5 ,P.m. !!!d $6.50 after 5
p.m., and student adinission is $4.
For show times. call (270) 4417007 or visit maidenalleycinema.com.
As for lihopping in the area,
there are many places to buy

anything from name-brand
clothes at Kentucky Oaks Mall to
antiques in the downtown area.
The Traders Mall flea Market
may appeal to those who freq_u~pt fl~ !PJ~r!sts. It is open at 9
a.m. every Saturday and Sunday.
The market is located at 6900
Benton Rd. Just get off I-24 at
exit 16 and turn left.
For more information, visit
www.paducah-tourism.org.

• Sept. 23
Movie
7:30 p.m., Cinema
Inte r national,
"~otorcycle Diaries,"
free admission. Curris
Center Theater

.• Sept. 24
Racer Volleyball
2 p.m., MSU vs.
Southeast Missouri.
Racer Arena

Murray State University
Statement of Non-Discrimination
Students. parents. employers. and the general public are hereby notified that Murray State Uni·
versity does not discriminate on the basis of race, color. national origin, sex, religion, marital status. age,
or disability in employment or the provision of services. educational programs and activities. and pro·
vides. upon request. reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and serv1ces necessary to afford
individuals with disabilities an equal opportunity to participate in all programs and actiVities.
Programs available include: Advertising; Accounting; Business Administration: Computer Information
Systems; Computer Science; Economics: Electronic Media: Finance: International Business: Journalism:
Management; Marketing; Mass Commumcation; Organizational Communication: Public Relations: Telecommunications Systems Management: Office Systems: Career and Techmcal Education; Elementary Educa·
tion;' Guidance and Counseling; Health and Physical Education; Human Development and Leadership; Inter·
disciplinary Early Childhood Education; Learning Behavior Disorders: Middle School Education; Child
Development; Reading and Writing; School Administration: School Psychology; Secondary Education; Voce·
tional Technical Education: Communication Disorders: Criminal Justice; Exercise Science: Nursing; Nutri·
tion, Dietetics and Food Management; Occupational Safety and Health; Recreation and Leisure Services;
Social Work; Speech-Language Pathology; Art; Creative Writing and Literature: English; French; German;
International Affairs; History; Liberal Arts; Music; Music Education; Philosophy; Political Science; Psycho~
ogy; Public Administration: Sociology; Spanish; Teaching English as a Second language: Theatre; Applied
Physics; Biology; Chemistry; Civil Engineering Technology; Electrical and Telecommunications Engineering;
Elecuomechamcal Engineering Technology; Engineering Physics; Environmental Engineering Technology;
Engineering Graphics and Design; Geosciences; Graphic Communications Management; Mathematics:
Physics; Wrldlife and Conservation Biology; Drafting and Design Technology; Interior Design; Graphic Com·
munications Technology; Industrial Technology; Management of Technology; Mechanical Engmeering Technology; Manufacturing Technology; Water Science: Agricultural Sc1ence: Animal Technology; Agricultural
Science and Technology; Independent Studies; General Studies.
Admission criteria include, but are not limited to the following: For undergraduates: an accredited high
school diploma or GED, ACT minimum of 18. htgh school class rank minimum of upper half; and a pre-col·
lege curriculum: for transfers: a mm1mum cumulative GPA of a 2.00 on a 4.00 scale; for graduate stu·
dents: a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college. a m1mmum cumulative GPA of 2. 75 on a 4.00
scale. and a minimum combined GRE score of 800. lmernational students must have a minimum TOEFL
of 500. with a higher minimum required for some graduate programs.
For additional information please contact: Annazette McCane, Director of Equal Opportunity; Section
504. ADA Coordinator, Office of Equal Opportunily, 103 Wells Hall. Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071·3318. 1270) 762·31551Voice): 1270) 762-336t(TOO).
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'Emily Rose' thrills with skillfully adapted screenplay·
• Review
Lifestyles Staff writer Phillip
Dishon writes the movie
reviews.
Horror is a genre plagued by
directors rebashlng the same
ideas over and over again. usually resulting in films devoid of
anything new, creative or
enjoyable
"The Exorcism of Emily
Rose" is not one of those horror films. However, it is a genuinely unique and thrilling take
on what would have been considered another stereotypical
demonic fright-fest.
College student Emily Rose
(Jennifer Carpenter) dies after
what seems to have been a
failed exorcism her family's
priest, Father Moore (Tom
Wilkinson), performs. Moore
refutes the charges, claiming
evil, supernatural entities were
responsible for the girl's horrifIc death.

photo courtesy of sonypictures.mm

Attorney Erin Bruner (Laura
Linney) takes the case in
Moore's defense, unsure if her
client's claims have any validity at all. However, as Moore's

trial proceeds an omnipotent
and dark being makes its presence known to Bruner, blurring
her views of faith and spirituality.
Director Scott Derrickson
("Hellraiser: Inferno") skillfully adapts this true story, telling
it more like a legal drama with
a backdrop of terrifying flashbacks and frightening images.
Although most of these
moments are told in courtroom
testimonials, the result is a
chilling sense of anxiety and
fear that dominates every
scene.
It is somewhat surprising the
movie achieves such a feat
with no more than a PG-13 rating. However, guts and gore
aren't necessary.
In place of these common
horror film staples are scary
images that seem to jump out
at the audience. The cinematography and scenic design
are also gloomy and dismal,
adding an even greater sense of

paranoia to the film.
Much of the film's suspense
also derives from an astounding cast. Both Wilkinson and
Linney bring eJr:perience and
realism to the silver screen.
Their convincing performances make the audience
sympathize and care for them.
However, most notable is
Carpenter, a Louisville' native.
Although the title character is
only revealed through flash·
backs, Carpenter's portrayal of
Emily Rose is brilliantly tragic.
Amid shocking scenes featur·
ing demonic possession. Carpenter's performance makes a
very one-dimensional character into someone with whom
the audience can sympathize.
With all of these elements in
seemingly perfect balance,
Derrickson has crafted a movie
filled with startling scenes
placed when the audience least
expects them.
Still, under its horror exterior. "The Exorcism of Emily

Rose" is a very religious film
focused on the never-ending
battle between the forces of
good and evil. Yet, this movie
isn't preachy or forcefuL Even
in the courtroom, the audience
is given flashbacks, validating
Emily Rose as possessed and
as a schizophrenic with a very
rare medical condition.
This aspect of the film offers
the audience a major conflict:
What really happened? This is
the true beauty of the film. It is
advertised as a true story, but
the audience isn't forced into
believing it. Instead, they are
given the facts and allowed to
come to their own conclusions
as the credits begin to roll.
The only thing this film suffers from is how serious it is.
For rhe most part, horror
movies can't be take too seriously. Yet this movie never
lets up. No doubt, this is
because Derrickson's style created a two-hour-long film of
unrelenting
tension,
but

Alumna vies for Trump's approval on 1\pprentice'
AutumnBoaz
Contributing Writer
Out of thousands who auditioned,
Murray State alumna Jennifer
Wallen was one of the lucky contestants who landed a spot on the
fourth season of NBC's hit show
"The Apprentice."
Wallen graduated in 1996 with a
Bachelor of Arts in public relations
and political science. and she was a
member of the women's golf team
while at the University. A Tennessee
native, she is the former president of
her local Future Farmers of America
Association.
According to the show's Web site,
Wallen moved to Arizona in 2000
where she opened her real estate
company, Hot Realty. In the company's first year. it grossed more than
$1.3 million and is expected to more
than double in 2005. Wallen is the
company's designated broker who
oversees more than 70 agents and
employees.
Along with Hot Realty, she recently opened her second business. Off
the Hook Sushi and Mutlni Bar, a
restaurant. She and her partnen; also
have plans to open two more restau·

moviegoers expect some relief.
"The Exorcism of Emily
Rose" is a refrc:;hing. creative
horror thriller that is well
wonh spending $6. However.
potential viewers should be
warned. When you begin to
feel comfortable and confident. be prepared to cover
your eyes and scream.

Three out of four film strips

Zero film strips: Save your cash
One film strip: Catch it on TV if
you're bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the
box office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion
Collection

MSU FaadlyW--.d

'roday
business-oriented tasks.
of her future endeavors.
7 p.aa.. Mr. MSU, advanced tickets
"Actually, it was my husband that
Although Wallen took full advan.$$. $7 admission at the door, Lovett
went to an open casting call here in tage of her chance on the show. she
Phoenix," Wallen said via e-mail. knows there are events that even a
Auditorium
"He took a photo. It was a head shot reality TV ~how cannot replace.
of he and I. When (my husband)
"Certain events in my life can
T..all'OW
showed the casting director the pic- never be 'trumped,' likc 'the day my
Master UdlDer: ~
.,..._~ oCHIMrj,
ture, he toM them that if he did not children were born, my wedding
make it to the next round that I was day. the day I opened my first busi·
~Museum
a shoe· in. He told them that I was the ness,'' Wallen said. "But like in all
these events, as well as the experi·
brains behind the business."
Wallen said when her husband, ence o( being selected as a contes·
Jeff, was called back for a second tant on 'The Apprentice,' you hope
interview, producers requested she to learn, grow and create profound
ll ~Meet and Greet fw Mu1~
go as well. She filled out a question- memories and/or relationship that
C\tllural parents, ~arvin M1ik
naire, went through an on camera will last forever."
MuJ.dcmltural Center, Curris
In hopes of giving Murray State
interview and submitted a fiveta
minute videotape about her and her students a few words of advice,
business. After that, Wallen spent Wallen said, "Don't get caught in tryseveral days testing and interview- ing to defme success by society's
measures. Decide what your own
ing with Trump.
Being chosen as a contestant was definition is of success and strive for
an experience in itself, but Wa!Jen • it."
said she took it as an opportunity to
Fans oftbe show will see a few diflearn more about herself. She said ferences this season. For the first
staying positive and being a team time Trump hand-picked the cast
player were a couple of her and according to NBC.com, there
strengths.
will be a new twist involving project
The experience also taught her managers.
The fourth season of · "The •·•
trust is earned-and~~-illM
must always stay true to her Values Apprentice" premieres at 8 p.m.
and keep her integrity through any Thursday on NBC.

M..-..

n.

photo courtesy of rc.tliryrvworld.com

Jennifer Wallen, Murray State
Alumna, is one of 18 contestants on 'The Apprentice'
who have a chance to work
with Donald Trump.
rants in the upcoming year.
Wallen's thriving business career
made her a tough candidate to overlook: She' ended up being
of 18
contestants Donald Trump hand·
picked to endure his meticulous.
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------This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

I. Late Registration
.Kanyc West

L The Exorcism of EmUy
Rose

2. l'boughts of a Predicate
Felon

2. 40 Year Old VIrgin

Tony Yayo

3. Transporter 2

3. Hillbilly Deluxe
Brooks and Dunn

4.RedEye

4. Plans
Death Cab for Cutie

s.

The Emancipation of

S. The Brothers Grimm

Mlm1
Mariah Carey
Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

1. Gold Digger
Kanye West featuring Jamie
Foxx
2. Shake It Off
Mariah Carey
3. Lose Control
Missy Elliot featuring Ciara and
Fat Man Scoop
4. We Belong Together
Mariah Carey
S. Don't Cha
The Pussycat Dolls featuring
Busta Rhymes
Source: Billboard.com

1. Sin City

L Polar shift

Clive Cussler with Paul Kcm2. Beauty Shop
precos
2. The Historian
3. The Ring 2 (Unrated Elizabeth Kostova

widescreen edition)

3.SlowBum
Julie Garwood

4. The o.c.: The Complete 4. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
Second Season
S. Point Blank
S. The 1tlng 2 (Unrated fuU Katherine Coulter
screen edition)
Source: Billbo.1rd.com

Source: nytimes.com

• Web site
smarterse:x.org
•
Created specifically for coUege
students, smartcrsex.org aims
to educate people in the 18-24
age demographic on STDs,
safer sex. date rape, abstinence, contraception, healthy
relationships and being body
conscious. The Web site
addresses sex myths and realities and offers tips and advice
on practicing safe sex and
maintaining a high level of sexual health.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Nonlicflex Gold Strengtll TrainingS~
tmt. Bfflch.~. manual anct
wort.out c:~Yrt. $250. 753-6147

and Glasgow. Opening bid' $1.000+
wv.w.wi111amsauction.com or call 1·
800·801-8003. KY Dean C. Williams
broker REt46447, Mont!! W. Lowderman AUCINP02644

~r Sof<HCroehler-like, new, neutral multi-color stripe. $250. 753-61 47

HELP WANTED

Yard Salt>, Saturday, Sept 17, 7-11
a.m., 402 N 8th SL Apt. A, Mikasa
China; McCoy; Christmas; glassesi·
books; tabletop Christmas tree; Hul
pottery; lots~

Needed Personal Care Attendant (or
23-year old female on MSU camflll'
Tuesday and Thursday. Pleaw call270-

Wolff Tan~ing Beds. Buy diroct and
save! Full body units from $22 a month I
Free CoiOf Catalog. Call TodJyl 1·800842:_13~') v.W\~.np.etstan.com

For Sal~ Two-Story brick ofl1<.-e building in Frankfort. near 1-64/US 127.
Approx. 2300 square ieet, lntNnet
wired. large conference room, SC~~en
individuo~l offiao.s, 4 hali-baths, kirch.
enerte, PM of office building complex.
For sale by owner. Immediate occupan·
cy~02~·8_821 8am-5pm M-r.

Comm(•rdal Property Auc.tion. Saturday, Septt>mber 24, 10am. Virginia
Blvd., Ashland, KY. Paul Cofey lndustn·
al Park. Prime location. Grear mvest·
mcnt Dct.Jil and pictures: www.adkin·
sauction.oom. 304-733-4265
J·Weck building sale! •La~ Chance!•
20K14 Now $2320. 25x30, $3490.
30x40. $5170. 40x50, $8380. 40x60,
$10,700. 50x100. $15,244. Others.
En<lsl accessorie~ optional. Pionro' 1·
800-b68·542.2.

- ---- - -

5.lwmills- $2,795· LumberMare-2000 &
Lumberlitt!·24· Norwood Industries
also manufacture~ utility ATV uttac h·
!'('Ients, log skidders, portable board
edgt.•rs and ioresrry equipment.
www.norwoodindustries.com
Free
Information: 1-800-578-1363 exr.JOON

-

--

---

Public Auctiom in l<Y! Sal~ begin Sept.
29th. Selling residential hOmes in
Campcllsburg. Frankfort. Louisville, New
Albany. Stcphen!oj>Ort, Ph1lpot, Reynolds
St.Jtion, Sturgis. Princeton, Saint Charfl><.

575-9304. Good ~J"·

Advertising sales reps und sal~ m.tn·
agl'rs for rest.luranr placed display ad~.
Up to SO% commission. Car/ CPII
allowance. Telemarketing lt-.Jds. 828
experimce. Some travel. 1-800-5765093
Otxk Hands- No l'l<perience; we train

on ship. Top pay, benefits. HS grad\ 17·
34. Must relocate. Call M·F 800-28-1·
6289
----~--

IT Managt.'f': The Winrhe~lt·• Sun is
set.·king a full time lnionnation fechnology m.lndger. The ~uccessful c-.lndid.ue
will be knowlt'Clgeahle and comp<•tent
in networking. server IPChnologic),
Window~ and ,\-tac OS and will under·
stand and be CJble to implement ~Y$h'm
sccurity be.t practices. Experience v.ith
software .common to the newspaper
industJy c1lso expected. We otk'f a com·
petitlve compensation and benefits
package. Please send r~unlC and cover
letter to: James Kroemcr, a>sist.mt publi~her, The Winchester Sun, PO Box
4300, Winchesrer, KY 40392, or e-mail
jkrot•mcrCPw~est.:ors~n.co_!!l

$1 .10-$1.14 average per mile! Home
Wt'j.>kcnli~l No forced disp.,tthl Owner
opera to,.. needed. Call Max ® T&T r800-51 1-0082
~---

AcCl'Pilng Trainl'e:S for Werner, Swill,
CR England, others! 16 day COL! No
money down, student finandnglluit1on
reimbUrwmcnt avail. Job plan~mcnr
am. Mon-Sun 1:..aoo-B83..0171 x6
AVERAGE S50klyr. Detention' la)'Over/
incentive pay, rt>gional runs with great

home time, OTR drivers & OIO's wei·
conw. lease purchase ava1lable; 888·
277-6937 www.arrowtruddng.com
Branlde Brothers Express: Now Hiring!
Do you want to make better than a\1!!·
<~ge wages? Do you want better than
average home rime? Do you want to
work for a better than averJgc oompanyl
If you 111c a better than average driver,
we want to talk to you. Brankle Brorhcfs
t:xpl'l'Ss. awarded 2004 lndi.ma'~ Sa(~r
fit'<1 Award, is now hiring driv(•rs for
OTR positions. Mo5t lanes nre ronsistt•nt
or dedicated, allowing our drlvl'rs ro g('\
home and make money. For more
details; call 8()().428-0177, l'Xt 232
CFI Memphis Orientation. Average

2004 ~to eamings $49,9501 Think
Annual Eaming51 $0.05 NE Bonus Pt~yl
XM Service. Class-A CDL required. 1·
800-CFI-DRIVE

(1·800-134·3 748)

wv.w.cfidrive.com

- - --

CI.ISS.A Drivers needed. louisville, Ky
,Jred, 'local deliwnes •Yard Jockl'Y
'Rtogional runs "Team Runs. Exn•lll'nt
pay, B/C B/5 Insurance. (2 yr rcccnt Pxp
rt•quired). www.abdrlveruom 866270·2665
Cla~s·A

Drivers Needed! Regional
Lanes, Quality Hometime, TOP PAY!
Call Sund.ty or anytime, Priority Transportation. 866-882..0768 EOE.
Company & QIO needed. 100% notouch fretght. ~lome every weekend .. No
$lip seating. rider program, pt1 policy,
sign-on bonus and rerruumg bonus for
all drivers. Call Tod.1y. Start tomorrow!
1·800·324-5358 x248, 606-271-0801
L)river- $2,750 Sign On· •orientation
pay, •Earn up to $49,000 1st yr, •BenP.fiU. Ist of month after 30 day~, •Predi<.1able home time- CDl.-N b mos
OTR. )DC Logistic; 877-687-5627 (7
d.lysl wk).
Driver· Average S53k year. Excellent henc!its. Recent grads \Yclcomc. New pay
111CTecl5CS and bOnuses for 2005. SO tk:Mn
le.1sc purchase available. Caii1-866-804IJ334 www~~~i91.com

Driver- Knight Transport.11tun- We have
open lanes running North, :iourh, East &
We<.>t. Call us & let us know what lane
fits you!! ~34£.-4639. www.knight·
trans.com- Cla~s-A CDU 6 months OTlt
Driver· Covenant Tran~port. Excellent
Pay & benefits fOf experienced drivers,
010, Solos, teams & gradu.11e studl'nts.
Bonuses avnilable. Rl'frlgerated now
available. 886·MORE·PAY (886-667·
3729}. _ _ __
Driver: Eam S800·S I I 00/ w<.>ek.
Regional Flatbed, Homu every wt'('k·
endl And, 1-2 tim<'S wreklyl Class A
COL and 6 months tractor/ trailer experience required. Wabash Valley Transportation, 800-246-6305 wv.w.wvton·
line.com
Drivers: Are you getting a p.ay ralse 'In
2005? Roehl Drivers arel Van· Up to
39¢. Aafbed.. up to 41 ¢ plus t.up. Signon bonus. Students wefc.:omc. Cla~~-A
required. EOE Gill Roehl, 877-7745313 www.GoRoehl.com
Drivers/ CDL-A Ourk Motor Unes,
Company Drivel'!l & Ownl'r ()pcr.Jtors:
Home w£'£'kend, great pay & henefits,
OTR pay Increase, starting 111 J&pm~
800-264-2033
~

Drivers FedEx Ground PcmlanenV Sea·
sonal Teams needed..94-$1 .10 mile
"On>1te Discount fuel S1.25 G.! lion"
COL-A+ 1 yr. TT Experience rloquired .. 1866-832-6339 Turner.TOllenCI't!dc.li.Com

.

-

Drivers: Owner Op<-rarors; 1 racrors
S1.53 +FSC. Straight trucks Sl . fS.$1 .35
+F5C. Free Qualcomm/ Trip Pak. SignOn Incentives. C.lll Tri-State Expt'<litl'd.
1388-320-5424
Driven PAY INCREASE, up to 44 cpm,
loaded and empty, guarantet'Cl hometime, S3.000 Bonus. 2400+ average
weekly miles, 2004 truds assigned,
experience required. 800-441-4271 ext·
ET135
Drivers: We take arc of you from day

one- paid orientation lncl hotel & meals.
Starting pay based on exp, cam up to 43
cpm. Drive your assign<'d rr.•lghtliner to

the house, home every 14 dd~. Full
benelits pkg, s1cady mile:.. eoeJ 3 mos
Class-A req. 1-877-452·5627

Need a job? CR England Is hiring in your
area. Company ~ponsored 16 d.1y COL
Training available. No expcriefl(e need·
ed. Call Toddy 1.000.398·9~108
Needed... One ron trucks to move travel trailers and fifth whe<'ls. Pay is per
mile witill fuel surchargl' ,mtl toll/ penni!
reimburscmen~. (tll~k LIS our ar qualitydriveaway.:om. 1·866·764·1&01
Star Tran~port n<'t>ds lncxpt·nenced drivers. Hom1• ~~ wcck£'nds, Pcrcrbilt
trucks, shared tUition. Good ~t.arting
pay! 1-800-455-4682
We have drivers projected to cam
S83,000 thi~ year! How mud1 will YOU
eaml Excellent Homcrimel We simply
offer a whole lot morel Heartland
Express 1·800-441 -495.1 www.heartlandexpre.s.c~m_

Extreme Fxpcdirions 1·800-463-9873
W\~"'·$_?CX1n."ffie.< om

MISC.
Attention Homeowners: Obplay homes
wanted (!)(vinyl siding, windows, roofs.
Eas~ cred11 tetms. No paymmt~ unt•l
:Z006. Starling .11 SY'.l month. Call 1·800251 ·0H43
$$CASII$$ lmrnt'fli,tte ta~h lor MrUC·
rurNf !><'rtlemenh, .mnuirles, law suit,
mortgage noll'S & c.tsh flow~. JG Went·
worth II . 1·800·794-7310
One Ofdcr, One check. One ~mart
move! Save rime and money by makmg
one call to place a 25-w•ml ci.~Ssifted In
70 Kentucky newsp.'lpcrs (or only S225.
For more information, contact rhe classified department . of rhls nt"A-spapcr or
call KPS 1· 502-2.!1-8821

CLASSifi[OS RATES

EDUCATIONAL

Place your
message 1n
The Murray

Airline M<'Chanic- Rapid tra1ning for
high paying car<.'cr. FM prt'<.licts ~evere
shortage. FAA approved. lob piJccment
assistance. AIM 1-888-349-5387
Eam Degree online fmm home. "Medical, •ausines~. •Paralegal, •Computers.
Job Placement assistance. Computer
and Financial ad 1f qualify. 866-8582121 . wv.w.onlinetidt.•watt'ft(.'(h.com

State News
classifieds for

10cn

HEALTH
Family Healrhcme w/pr!..'S<:ription plan!
$69.95/ Mo. Natinnwicle covl'rage, no
limilcltion~. Includes: Doctors, Dental,
Vlsion,llosp. & more..lwryoncArc<'Pt·
edt Call wee 800-288-9214 ext. 2332

TRAVEL
Gauley Ri\IU Whitewater with West Virginia's hcst ouultrcr· Book online &
save! RAfting. camping. hoocback rid·
lng. ATV tours, rock climbing. more!

PER WORD!

111 Wilson Hall • 762-4491
Ads mAy IJI• $\lbmlucd in \\'ikon lidll
I I I or rmllcd to Classitleds, cJo 1he
Mum y St<~rP N e\V'i, 2609 Univcmty Sta·
lion Murr~)'• ii."V -42071

room

Cl;wif,,'(!s must IJe rlilid in atlvanc~.

LIFEslYLES
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·Murray State alumnus shows film at Cinema International
'The Grey' director
discusses movie
Casey Northcutt
Contributing Writer
Murray State alumnus Shane
Taylor's idea of an award-winning movie involves an amateur child actor and a farm-full
of roosters.
'
Cinema International presented Taylor's "The Grey,"
winner of the Santa Barbara
International Film Festival
held Sept. 8, 9 and 10. Com·
plete with wire mesh cages and
irate birds, "The Grey" uses
cockfighting as a background
for a thought-provoking story
about abuse and family.
"I had an opportunity to
attend a cockfight while in
Murray," said Taylor, who cowrote and directed the movie.
''The atmosphere is what had
drawn me into this world -· I
wanted to make a film within
this world."
Taylor's movie centers
around the Cantrells, a rural
family that breeds and fights
champion roosters. Yet, in the
midst of blood and feathers,

the story develops into a
father-son tale. Murray's John
Quertermous, 16, plays Sonny
Cantrell, a boy forced to
become a man as he deals with
his father's abuse and alcoholism.
"I wanted it to feel like a
documentary," Taylor shad.
"Most people don't know about
cockfighting. but'I wanted it to
be about the family."
Taylor began writing "The
Grey" with Mark Boone Jr..
who also portrays Sonny's
liquor-driven father, while
attending Murray State. They
based the script on Taylor's
lucky bookstore discovery,
Frank Manley's novel titled
"The Cockflghter."
"There was a picture of a
boy (on the cover) that looked
just like John (Quertermous),"
Taylor said. "It was bizarre."
To shoot hls film, Taylor
went back to his roots in western Kentucky, using its scenery
as background 'and recruiting
Its residents as actors.
"I had gone to school here,"

photo courtesy of Sherry Purdom

Shane Taylor (right), director of 'The Grey,t instructs Clair O'Neill, sophomore
from Lexington, and A. J. Casey, freshman fro m Spottsville, in a scene from 'Elizabethtown' during a theater workshop be conducted.
Taylor said. "It was the atmosphere, the feeling of the houses
and roads."
Many of the film's scenes
were shot in Paducah, Murray

and Henry County, '1\:nn.
In several cases, he and his
crew rewardcJ people kind
enough to open their houses
and farms wit~ chances to try

for Oscars. The Cantrell house
and farm belonged to Henry
County's Mary French, who
made her screen debut in the
movie brandishing a rooster as

Sonny's opponent.
Murray's Chris Norswor thy
allowed Taylor to use his liv·
ing room as Sonny's Uncle
Homer's bachelor pad. The
room proved to be so perfect
for the fresh-from rehab uncle'
that it earned Norsworthy the
role. Parking Lot Guy.
"This film is really representative of this small town's ability to attract and nurture talent," said Ross Bolen, director
of Murray's Playhouse in the
Park.
After the movie's Sept. 8
showing, the audience left the
theater impressed with Tay-:
lor's mixture of family strug-'
gles, rural culture and obscure
sport.
Raylenc Gagel, Murray resi-:,
dent, had more invested in the;
film than the $6 ticket price. :
Nearly a groupie for thC:
film, she attended showings in:
Louisville and Murray to see
her daughter, Jesse Rae Gagel,
on screen. Jesse Rae gives a,
loud, gun-slinging performance as Courtney, a flooz)f,
who hooks- up with Sonny's
father.
"It gives you such an insight.
into people's lives," Gagel said:
"It's real and it's raw. It's not
some Hollywood movie."

The Journey explores spiritual truths, relationships
I

Brandon Karstetter
Contributing Writer

News

Matt Jolmson, paator of The jOIII'Dey BQtist Clnlrcb.
slti betilnd a coffee house table histead of standhig
behind a podium Sunday in the Curris Center.

Matt Johnson, Murray State
alumnus, felt God leading him
to plant a church seven years
ago, but he didn't quite know
where to start it. He looked at
different cities. but nothing
seemed to work.
But things started to fall into
place in March 2004. Jarrod
and Sarah Martin. Murray
State alumni, and about 30 nth·
ers started planning intensively in May 2004 and deycloped
The Journey Baptist Church
with support from the Ken·
tucky Baptist Convention, First
Baptist Church in Benton and
Northside Baptist Church in
Mayfield.
johnson, lead pastor of The
Journey, said the church pro·

Congratulations to
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Sara fi 'Fa rmer
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t])ana §reene
j essica § r'?Ban
Lauren johnson
'A.s fi fey 'Kincaid

asm in relationships - during
the next few weeks.
Johnson said the series
should help people develop
deeper relationships.
Justin Patton, Murray State
alumnus and worship leader,
said The Journey likes a lot of
different types of Christian
music but have a more contemporary style.
"I wouldn't rule out blues, or
rock-a-bllly, or pop, or rock, or
acoustic, or whatever tickles
our creative funny bone." Patton said.
Jarrod Martin. Life Teams
pastor. uses Life Teams programs to help small groups
explore spiritual truth and
relationships.
The groups use Andy Stanley's DVD-based curriculum
titled "You've Got Style,"

which explores various ways
of drawing near to God. The
groups watch about 15 minutes
worth of video then have a discussion.
Adrienne Miller, senior from
Cordova, Tenn., said her room:
mate told Miller The Journey
resembled their home church,
so she thought she would
check it out.
"I really enjoyed the ser·
vice," Miller said. "It was good,
really applicable."
Aaron Vaught, alumnus, said
he found out about The Journey from his sister and enjoyed
the sermon and fresh presentation of scripture.
"l liked the contemporary
feel," Vaught said.
Services a re at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday in the Curris Center
Large Ballroom.
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ALPHAGAMMA0 ELTA
~urrounJ~d by si~t <:rho"d

vides a safe anJ relevant environment for people who aren't
already attending a church and
who arc exploring spiritual
truth.
"We wanted a place that
was on campus, even though
this is a community church, we
wanted to be right in the heart
of campus because it's easy for
the colle,gc (students) to get
here," Johnson :;aid. "We chose
to meet in the Curris Center as
opposed to building a building
because that woulJ tic up a ton
of money, and we want to be
able to use that money to serve
people and meet needs."
The church teaches about
everyday issues through programs like " F.xpresso Your·
self," which will cover scvdral
topics - rudeness versus
respect, gratitude and enthusi·

Now you don't have to get
dressed to get your news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more Is
iust a click away at

theneYis.org
I
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